
Trisha_29 
 

 

trisha_29: slips out of my seat and walks to the changing room 

dirtyrpgirl: runs and gets my a front row seat!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmm changin room 

D r a z:  30 seconds call  

FoolishHeart26: yayyy.. gets ready for the great show.. mmmm 

D r a z: turns down the lights  

D r a z:  spots on the pole  

FoolishHeart26: follows the spotlight..  

D r a z: looks for trisha to come from the   changing rooms  

trisha_29: pushes the door open.....walking out in my little tiny jean shorts....skin tight 

white tank top....hair piled up and secured....making my way across to the stage........ 

dirtyrpgirl: turns in my chair to watch my baby.........................ohhhhh 

tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: damn them jeans had to be painted on!! 

D r a z:  spots follow trisha  accross the stage  

trisha_29: stops a foot from the pole...reaching my arm out....leaning forward...pushed 

up on my tip toes of my little bare feet.....grasping the pole and slowly sliding my little 

body forward....my other hand reaching up and pulling the clip from my hair...head 

leaning back...long purple curls falling down my back...... 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. girl you're perfect... watching Trisha..  

dirtyrpgirl: wow baby!!! 

greygriffin20: *nods in agreement* 

D r a z: smiles watching the erotic trisha    

trisha_29: pushing closer to the pole....legs straddling each side....knees bending as i 

sliding my hand down the shiney pole...perfectly round ass dropping down slowly and 

swaying back up...... 

dirtyrpgirl: isnt she draz!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: that woman is so very erotic! 

greygriffin20: also very true 

dirtyrpgirl: *gulp* 

dirtyrpgirl: my eyes glued to that hiney 

FoolishHeart26: always is and so sensual ..  

trisha_29: pushing back up slowly....my hand releasing the pole....spinning and pressing 

my back against the pole...head dropping back to one side...raising both hands to spread 

my fingers along the side of my neck as my hips sway and i slide my ass up and down the 

pole ....slowly...seductively sliding my hands down over the swell of my breasts....... 

D r a z: watches the  hands,,,,,,,,,,,,, as trisha caresses herself  

dirtyrpgirl: damn.......my baby is such a sexy dancer 

dirtyrpgirl: make it rain babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

greygriffin20: sits forward wanting to see more 

trisha_29: big blue eyes opening wide...gazing around the room...fingers 



curling...squeezing tight at the fullness of my breasts for a moment...releasing and sliding 

my fingers down over the flat of my tummy....gathering the thin material of my tank top 

in my hands and tugging it up and slowly back down.... 

D r a z:  grins that woman would make it pour 

dirtyrpgirl: oh.......................my god ,babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy..wow 

D r a z:  smiles watching  the teasing  with the tank top  ,,,,,,,,gg is missing this  

trisha_29: hips swaying slowly with the music....fingers working their way down 

further....trailing along the waistband of my little shorts....winking at gg as i pop the 

button open on the shorts.....pushing off the pole...hips snapping left and right as i make 

my way to right in front of him..... 

greygriffin20: nope is watching very intently 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

trisha_29: grins as the music changes....spins and turns my back to him...looking back 

over my shoulder as i step back one more step...legs pushing apart and straddling over 

his legs ...dropping my ass almost down to his lap and rolling my hips with the beat 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as i watch* 

trisha_29: dropping my hands to grip the arms of his chair....head rolled back....hips 

rolling as my ass barely brushes against his lap....arching my back sharply 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooooohooooooooooo 

D r a z: grins watching trisha tease gg 

trisha_29: rolls my body and pushes up to stand....spinning and dropping down against 

his lap....hooking my legs around the legs of the chair....rolling my hips forward as i lean 

way back...grinding right against his lap 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles over to gg..... 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myy... can imagine how gg feels right now.. giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: watches my baby grind 

dirtyrpgirl: lol heart 

FoolishHeart26: i mean.. I don't feel anything going hard in me.. but the tingling sensation is 

there.. lol 

trisha_29: snaps my head and eyes heart.....grinning and pushing off gg's lap....dropping 

down to my hands and knees while i stare directly over at her....crawling all cat like over 

to her....stopping in front of her....looking up as i grab the arms of her chair and snake my 

body up against hers....licksssssss up the side of her neck slowly....giggling and pushing 

back and winking  

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo heart!!! 

greygriffin20: hehe....yeah tingleing 

dirtyrpgirl: snugggles my lover to my lap as i watch my baby make heart squirm 

dirtyrpgirl: softly stroking my hands up and down your thighs 

FoolishHeart26: shivers and feel my entire body react to her seduction... such a tease..! :P 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes smiles and cuddles in 

trisha_29: grins and turns to walk away.....making my way back over to gg....moving 

around behind him...sliding my fingers up the back of his neck....leaning in...darting my 

tongue to swirl around the edge of his ear....dropping my hands to his shoulders...sliding 

them down over his chest....hips rolling with the music behind him....... 



D r a z: smiles getting a perfect view of that rolling hiney  

D r a z: hearts beating faster  

greygriffin20: eyes light up as i enjoy the teaseing and try not to touch the sexy dancer 

trisha_29: grins...pushes away from the back of him...struts back over to the 

pole...gripping it tight....legs straddling....tossing my head back....circling and grinding 

my hips forward....the crotch of my little shorts rubbing against the pole..... 

scarlett2angel: lets my fingers run up and down dirtys arms inter locks our fingers and an 

kisses her neck 

FoolishHeart26: i don't have anything to beat Draz..! ohhhh you're talking about your heart heart.. 

giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm lover....squirmming with you on my lap....my 

shoulders lift some as you kiss my neck 

trisha_29: holding tight to the pole....my hand running up and down it with the 

beat...dropping my ass down to the stage floor and working it back up again slowly.... 

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: getting the hint gg!!??...giggles 

kelli-: giggles @ DG 

D r a z: watches trisha  as she grinds against the pole ,.,.,.,.,.,. woo hoo 

greygriffin20: perhaps  

greygriffin20: focuses on trisha .....dance 

trisha_29: pushes off the pole....pulling the shorts the rest of the way open....bending 

forward and sliding them down my long legs....stepping one foot out and kicking the 

shorts away....hands dragging up the back of my legs......snapping the edge of the little 

panties against my skin.....winking at gg and heading back to the changing room  

Bee_passionately_blue: claps for the sultry trisha  

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,stands and applauds  trisha ,,,,,,,,,,BRAVO BRAVO 

,,,,,,,,,,,,perfect ,,,,erotic  

FoolishHeart26: wowwww Trish..!! gezzzz.. clapssss!! 

greygriffin20: was very....exciteing 

greygriffin20: hehe 

trisha_29: wanders back out realizing i dont need to change into anything else 

dirtyrpgirl: wooohoo babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy damn that was 

hot!!!!!....applauds...........................hot damn!!! 

trisha_29: ty ty ty ty! 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

trisha_29: lol was so use to the damn moo moo i was about to put it back on....lmao 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo baby!!! 

trisha_29: laughs and slips into gg's lap 

kelli-: ahh ok 

Bee_passionately_blue: I had to take it between grade 4-13  

dirtyrpgirl: that was a very erotic and sensual dance baby!!!..whew 

trisha_29: ty babygirl 



D r a z: smiles watching trisha return ......Rubs a lemon on the rim of a glass and  sinks 

half the rim in white sugar and the other in purple. Adds to a cocktail shaker 1 oz. (30ml) 

Viniq Liqueur, ½ oz. (30ml) Hpnotiq Liqueur, ½ oz. (15ml) Plum Vodka and crushed  

ice....shakes vigorously and strains into the sugar coated glass...tops the glass with 

Cranberry Sprite....slides  the Alluring Lullaby on a LAB coaster  to trisha *winks....See 

your drink here http://www.ladyanns.com/summer_cocktails.html 

trisha_29: mmmmmmmmmmmmm thank you draz....blows kissesssssssssssssssssss 

FoolishHeart26: she maybe sittin on gg's lap.. but i got me some good lickin.. :P grey.. lol 

D r a z: catches the kisses and slips them in my naughty kisses box ,,,,, 

 

trisha_29: sets my drink down....grabs the edge of the bar...hops up ...standing on the 

bar....looks around 

D r a z: looks up on the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: oh my god!!!!....sits on a barstool, my eyes glued up to the bar!!! 

sunbird9137: drum roll for trish !!!! 

trisha_29: reaches up ...grabs the clip in my hair...pulling it ...the long dark locks falling 

down slowly ....rolling my head back...giving my ass a wiggle as i spread my legs a bit 

wider....bare feet planted on the bar top....looking back over my shoulder at 

sunbird.....whispers....are you ready? 

dirtyrpgirl: damn him!!..I'm ready baby!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo draz!! 

dirtyrpgirl: tunnnnnnnnnneeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: winks 

7Mick7: watching dirty   " be ready "     

FoolishHeart26: now with this tuneeeee... it's goin to be hotterrrr show! 

trisha_29: reaches back with one hand.....than the other hand....leaning forward a 

bit...my ass pressing back...grasping the edge of my little skirt...swaying my ass back and 

forth with the music as slowly ....very slowly ease the skirt up....feeling the material peel 

up over the perfectly round cheeks of my ass........ 

dirtyrpgirl: and what an ass baby!!!!!....hot damn!! 

D r a z: phew ! such a perfect sight  

trisha_29: leaning forward more....my head dropping forward....rolling it back and 

forth....turning my hands so my fingers splay across the cheeks of my ass....hooking one 

finger in the little string of my thong....giving it a tug and letting it snap back into place 

perfectly between my ass cheeks 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, quivers as the tback snaps snug in between 

my baby's butt cheeks 

trisha_29: grins as the song comes to an end....easing the skirt back down...spinning and 

hopping off the bar with a grin 

D r a z: smiles alooking up at the sweetass on the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: standing on the barstool...applaudng my 

baby!!!!....wooooooooooooohooooooooooooooooo baby!!!!!........that was hot!!...as 

always...blows you a kiss 



scarlett2angel: whistles wtg Trish 

sunbird9137: woo hoo, the winner and still champ, TRISH !!!! 

trisha_29: lol ty babygirl...catches the kiss and slips it down the front of my skirt ....winks 

D r a z: woo hoo trisha so hot  

dirtyrpgirl: smles n winks back 

trisha_29: ty sunbird 
trisha_29: ty draz 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl 

dirtyrpgirl: walks out of the changing room, wearing a pair of black leather thigh high 

buccaneer boots with black stockings, lace trimmed, a white tight tanktop and blacklace 

boy style undies with a suede tiny jacket with tuxedo style tails, covering my hiney.....and 

a clip on bow tie...............strutting out to the the stage, moving to the beat as  shake my 

hiney  

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: woo hoo dirty 

trisha_29: woohoooooooooooooooooooooooooo babygirl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! hot 

dayummmmmmm she is sexy! 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhhh myyyyy Dg..!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: with my back to the stage......my hands behind me........i jump up and sit on 

the edge.......................my head bobbing left to right with the beat......my long legs 

crossed right over left 

Gabriela92: woooo, what an outfit!!!! 

D r a z:  smiles  watching dirty as she moves to the beat 

joyful lia: turns bd's head toward the stage,lol 

trisha_29: leans into gg.....not taking my eyes off my babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying to the new tune...........................spinning to lay on my left side on 

the stage...lifting my right leg high in the air, my hand slowly, sensualy rolling down and 

back up 

greygriffin20: *pokes trisha in response also keeping my eyes on rp* 

Harold_Rarius: hi dirty nice outfit as always 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling onto my tummy, my hands holding my upper body and chest up as i 

shake my long redish blonde hair into my face.....slowly grinding my crotch to the stage 

floor....................... 

trisha_29: jumps at the poke...tilting my head and watching....gooooooooooo babygirl go! 

dirtyrpgirl: my shoulders snap to the new beat..................my breasts poking from the 

tight tiny white tanktop 

bigbadwoof2008: mmm mmmmm dirtygirl 

D r a z: smiles as we catch glimpses of  the  breasts in the top 

trisha_29: lord that girl is sexy as hell! 



dirtyrpgirl: sliding my feet back behind me...............stretching my legs out, lifting my butt 

in the air.shaking it to the beat feeling the boy panties riding up, opening my legs wider 

as i stay in this position 

D r a z: grins as the legs slide open  and hips shake provocatively  

bigbadwoof2008: watching intently your sexy moves dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling with my breasts in the air now.....my body arched and bent at the 

middle.......feeling the crotch of the panties tighten as the jackets tails touch the stage 

floor...humping to the air 

wanderer42_2: oh....i see that 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my right hand between my open thighs as my hips roll to the beat 

trisha_29: wiggles around on my seat ....biting my bottom lip watching every move my 

babygirl makes 

D r a z: grins watching the  hand on the thighs ,,,,,,, creeping higher 

bigbadwoof2008: it's getting a little hot in here 

Harold_Rarius: little hot? 

joyful lia: lol 

Gabriela92: cracks an egg on the edge of the stage, and watches it start to fry 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps and shifting to my knees. my feet behind me, the boots covering my 

knees...............rocking my head letting my har fly as i play air guitar, leaning back further 

and further............pushing my breasts up into the tanktop...............the boy panties 

moving closer as my thighs open............. 

bigbadwoof2008: you can crack an egg on my forehead and it will fry instantly 

joyful lia: smiles to you 

dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my hips...............feeling a cameltoe form 

D r a z: smikles watching the hot dancer on the stage  

dirtyrpgirl: jumping up....skipping across the stage....................left to right.then back to 

the center....................bending over letting my hair touch the stage....................sliding 

the jacket down back behind me 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and skips to the pole...................... 

D r a z: there ya go again   ,,,,,watching dirty as she makes her way to  the pole  

trisha_29: woohooooooooo babygirl! so damn sexy!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair in my face as i grab the cold brass.......letting my body bend, exposing 

my buttcheeks as my feet open in stance................bent butt facing everyone......letting 

my buttcheeks shake and wiggle 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands falling from the pole, grabing my ankles as i bend over more and 

more......the back of the boy panties riding deeper into my butt 

D r a z: looks at dirtys butt as she dances against the pole  

dirtyrpgirl: winking to my baby from between my legs as my head hangs close to the 

stage 

trisha_29: grins and winks back at my babygirl 

D r a z: smiles seeing the cheeks and head looking back at us    though the legs  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands slowly, sliding up my legs, to my butt....slapping each cheek 

dirtyrpgirl: then, as you all watch...the white top starts to slide up my back....my hands 

pulling the fabric up and over my head 



D r a z:  grins seeing the  nubile body under the top 

bigbadwoof2008: wooo hoooo 

dirtyrpgirl: covering my breasts as i stand.................spining around....throwing my arms 

in the air....revealing pasties over my nipples as i snap my hips hard to the 

left.....................hard to the right 

FoolishHeart26: oh my... bites my lip as I watch Dg's sensual dance..  

greygriffin20: pasties are evil 

trisha_29: (i swear i will run up there and tear them off!) lol 

greygriffin20: hehe 

dirtyrpgirl: bending at my hips as i sway my shoulders to gg and my baby...letting my 

plum breasts shake 

tigerzjill: smiles wow looks like i timed this just right...  

dirtyrpgirl: laughing...i pull the pasties off and sail them in the air to them both 

Harold_Rarius: need a cold cold brew...its steaming hot in here 

trisha_29: catches one of the pasties....puts it on gg's forehead 

D r a z: smiles you did jill............woo hoo looking at the  hard nipples  

bigbadwoof2008: grabbing one out of the air with my teeth 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooo...my fingers tracing over each nipple...........my legs open wide as i 

sway my hips to the tune 

trisha_29: lia got booted by her internet..she is trying to get back 

bigbadwoof2008: you are conjuring up dirty thoughts in my mind girl 

FoolishHeart26: ohh mmy.. ohh myy..  

dirtyrpgirl: turns and with exaggerated step, left foot over right. my ass shaking as i 

walk, heading back to the pole.............jumping to it a few feet away. letting legs spin as 

they stretch out 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding down the pole...my butt on the stage floor , thighs open as i make a 

mock jerking off with the pole between my thighs, my hands moving up and down the 

brass 

D r a z:  grins watching  dirty'shand  

trisha_29: laughs and grabs gg's poker...ohhhh now whatcha gonna do mister!? lol 

greygriffin20: *pokes you with the other hand* 

dirtyrpgirl: my legs still open as i lean to the pole and rub my bare breasts to it................. 

trisha_29: grabs hold of the other one 

D r a z: smiles watching dirty   rock against  the pole  

trisha_29: still watching my babygirl work her magic on the pole 

bigbadwoof2008: still chuckling at the jerking off mockery 

dirtyrpgirl: using my hands to climb up the pole, feeling the brass rub to the thin panty 

fabric 

joyful lia: oh my 

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts rubbing to it as i slide my feet to the floor and hump the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: knee's bent slightly....pussy rubbing up and down, feeling the heat and my 

moist panties 

greygriffin20: whoohoo 

bigbadwoof2008: eyeing the moist panties 



dirtyrpgirl: spining around the pole now......letting my hands grip it as i lean 

back..............until my bare breasts are in the air.....swaying to some "turn it up ted" 

D r a z:  watches  dirty  rubbing against  thepole ,,,,,,,,here we go again  

Harold_Rarius: lols Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: grinding with the pole between my thighs....feeling the hard pole....falling to 

my knees facing it....my butt completely hanging from the back of the boy pantieson my 

knees....rubbing my breasts to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: my head rolling slowly left to right to the tune...entranced in my 

pleasures..........bumping my crotch hard to the pole.....wiggling my butt 

D r a z: grins watching  dirty  dancing    and grinding to the pole  

dirtyrpgirl: my hard nipples tingle as they touch the pole 

trisha_29: slides over into gg's lap...leaning back and watching my babygirl with a grin 

bigbadwoof2008: dirty dancing .....   mm mmmm   

nconeshot: front row 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling lust just flow through me 

bigbadwoof2008: you are awesome dirty 

joyful lia: smiles watching my sissy  

trisha_29: she is amazing 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands fall from the pole to the waistband of my panties................. 

joyful lia: she sure is 

D r a z: eyes on the fingers   

dirtyrpgirl: my backside rolling up and down, back and forth to the tune 

nconeshot: much more of this and there will be an additional pole :)- 

dirtyrpgirl: as i slowly roll the back of the panties down my butt 

Harold_Rarius: she is one of a kind....very hot moves dirty 

D r a z: grinswatching   the panties slide down ,,,,,,,,  

dirtyrpgirl: standing slowly, turning with my back to the pole now.....feeling the brass slip 

inbetween my buttcheeks as i lower the the front of the panties 

D r a z: smiles  watching  shouting cumon cumon baby  

dirtyrpgirl: bending quickly, removing them 

dirtyrpgirl: tossing them to woof 

D r a z: woo hoo    

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: watches them land on woofs head  

bigbadwoof2008: grabbing them out of the air with my teeth dirty 

bigbadwoof2008: sniff sniff  ahhhhhhhhhh 

dirtyrpgirl: my back pressing to the pole as i stand, legs open arms in the air and open, 

maked except for the buccaneer boots 

bigbadwoof2008: heaven 

Harold_Rarius: snuggles in the blanket....letting my hands behave under the blanket... 

dirtyrpgirl: naked^ 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing to the new tune on the stage, close to the pole 

D r a z: watches as  dirty slides naked against the pole  



bigbadwoof2008: the pole is like one giant boner dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: falls with my hands to the stage, kicking my long legs up....and with my 

tummy against the pole.....scissor my legs open.............my moist bald mound exposed 

greygriffin20:    

joyful lia: have mercy 

bigbadwoof2008: oh my gawd 

Harold_Rarius: letting my fingers caress...and trail along your sensual curves....enjoying the 

wiggle... 

dirtyrpgirl: doing a free standing handstand..................walking on my hands to the edge 

of the stage.................. 

D r a z: grins watching dirty  walk on her hands  

greygriffin20:    

dirtyrpgirl: letting my legs fall foward as my body arches, inverted.....cooter in the 

air..........................hair to the stage as i sway my hips 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my body...showing my bald mound to everyone 

joyful lia: now thats a cooter! 

bigbadwoof2008: hello cooter 

trisha_29: dayummmmmmmm babygirl! 

D r a z: phew ..........  

dirtyrpgirl: then stands up , taking three steps back...............runs to the edge of the stage 

and does a foward tucked flip, landing on my boots.....takes a bow...and skips naked back 

to the changing room/\ 

joyful lia: lolbigbadwoof2008: brava dirty girl   well done young lady 

D r a z:  woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,stands and applauds dirty ,,,,,,,,,BRAVO BRAVO ,,,,,wolfwhuistles  

dirtyrpgirl: kisses phedre as i move through the bar naked to the changing room 

trisha_29: yayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy babygirl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

bigbadwoof2008: i feel like i need a shower now 

D r a z: smiles watching the bare butt wander to the changing roomns  

mylstoknowhere: sneaking sally thru the alley hmmm an open door ...peeks in oooh wow 

i remember this place grinsssssssssss have some fun in here ..... 

dirtyrpgirl: turns from the curtains at the changin room and takes another bow....then 

slips in behind them 

D r a z:  wibnks at dirtyy as she goes behind the curtain 

dirtyrpgirl: running out of the changing room in white hot pants and a pink LAB 

tanktop...jumping into myls's arms....well hey youuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu!!! 

greygriffin20: by the way nice dance rp 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you gg...smiles 

mylstoknowhere: smilessssssssssssssss dirtssssssssssssss hugsssssssssssssss u tightly 

!!!!!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: damn missed u girl 

dirtyrpgirl: i just felt the urge.....to purge....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: kisses myls...you have been missed to sweety!!! 

mylstoknowhere: just keep them normal over there ok? lol 



bigbadwoof2008: dirty, now i know why you chose dirty nic,  dirty dancing was 

spectacular 

 

Draz and Lady Lena   Tango 

D r a z:  smiles and looks at lena and places  the rose between my teeth ........... winks  

Lady Lena: rolls the eyes....swats his behind and returns to my barstool 

FoolishHeart26: takes my drink and kisses the handsome tender's cheeks.... settles back to my seat 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You shouldn't have to do the cabaret as well as tend the bar, Draz. 

D r a z: laffs and looks at Lena 's hand for damage  

D r a z:  want  to Tango .........Lena  

Lady Lena: finishes the drink, sets the glass on the bar, sways to the music 

FoolishHeart26: yayy..! Draz gonna tango with Lena.. ! whistlesss 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think Draz is adding one or two steps of his own. 

D r a z: grabs Lena   with the rose in my teeth ,,,,,one hand straight out the other 

wrapping round her waist as i swirl her round   

Lady Lena: gets the serious look, moves with him, twirls away and back into his arms 

D r a z: drapes her over one of my outstretched legs and       hovers  before pulling her 

back up and   twirling her round ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. OLEZ 

Ivan_Skavinsky: This one is a blue tango. 

D r a z:  swings her back into my arms as we move ourhips to the tango beat  

Lady Lena: arches back, leg pointing upwards, then raises and smiles, twirls two times 

over before spinning back to him 

FoolishHeart26: sips my drink and smiles as I watch at the dancing couple.. mmm so graceful.. ! 

pvclucygirl: sips my champagne, wow, lovely dancing 

Lady Lena: backs into him, steps seductively along, a toss of the hair is done 

D r a z:  smiles as i lean over her broodliy and shake her by the hips  to the beat    and 

pulls up right as  I  swirl round with her in my arms ,,one arm outstretched  

Lady Lena: touches his cheek with mine, also one arm outstretched as we glide along the 

floor, hips snapping off to the beat 

FoolishHeart26: wowww.. they move so smoothly good...! 

D r a z: bumps hips to lena   to ever changing music      as we exchange caresses and  

hold tight into each other  ,,, as my  heels click to the beat 

Lady Lena: spins away while holding his hand, then spins back and archesl back slightly, 

again the leg points upward 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I didn't know they were both such good dancers. 

D r a z: smiles as i grab the thigh and swing her round on one leg as we pulse into each 

other to the beat    

Lady Lena: dips and works the hips in a seductive sway, wishing now I had the purple 

dress....but smiles and continues spins again 

FoolishHeart26: they're both an amazing dancer.. ehh Ivan..! smiles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They certainly are, Heart. 

 



D r a z:   smiles as  i let the thigh go and  swings  lena round ,,, as my feet  move to the 

beat ..... holding her cheek to cheek we dance swiftly accross the floor  ,stop and swing 

round and round  

Lady Lena: again cheek to cheek, I move in step, sway and works the hips, pause and 

look into his eyes, spin away, then spin back into his arms 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm and the tuneeeeeee...  

D r a z:  holds  her tightly against me as the pulse of the tango drives us  into each other 

........swirling hips    as the music  pulls us closer and closer  

Lady Lena: the head rest back, an arm goes above the head as the fingers snap, then 

spinning to face him, moving slowly, the hips gyrating as I pause, spin and gyrate again, 

then spin back to him 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and admires the two dancer as they move like one in the dance floor..  

D r a z:  clicks  my heels and  to the beat as  pull one of her thighs up the side of mine and 

we  move slowly round   eyes fixed on each others  ....   grins as we harmonise to the beat 

spining and  swinging hips 

Lady Lena: smiles and moves with him, spins around, runs a hand on his chest, looks 

sultry into his eyes, spins around again and back into his arms, snaps off the hips with a 

toss of the hair 

D r a z:  fingers firm in lenas back as ourhips puse together     as my chest  rols over hers 

to the beat ,, as our boduies enjoy  rthe feel of the Tango 

Lady Lena: quickly steps to the beat hips swaying and shaking, twirls away and back to 

him, then grinds into him with a continued slow roll of the hips 

Lady Lena: spins to face him, arm again extended as we move along , hips snapping off 

again before twirling 

D r a z:   smiles as clck fingers over my head  to the beat as i swirl her round  her leg 

sliding up and down my leg     

Lady Lena: spins around, lowers to the floor,runs a hand up and down the leg, kicks the 

leg and spins back to my feet 

Lady Lena: clicks the fingers, snaps off the hips each way, twirls and snaps the hips 

again, backs into Draz and slows to a seductive roll 

D r a z:   grins at Lena as we stand and hips snap right and left as    we move in and out  

,,,,,,    seductively  clinging  and  pulsing  

FoolishHeart26: claps along to the music as I enjoy the sight of the tango dancers.. niceee..  

Lady Lena: head again rests upon him, the wantan look into his eyes conveys the passion, 

the hand again slides upon him 

Lady Lena: spins away, resumes the quick snap of the hips to the beat, looks into his 

eyes, my eyes burning in the passion of the beat and feeling 

D r a z: eyes fixed on hers as our bodies slide ina dnout  to the beat   my hand moving 

slowly up her back    as we twirl  right then left ,,,,,,,,,joined at the hips  

Lady Lena: arches again, leg once more extended, holds, then raises and spins, twirls 

back, presses again to him and continues the deliberate and sexual sway of my hips 

D r a z: fingers slides into her hair and  as the other   slide uop and down   the  slim back   

and we press together    as    the music inflames us ,,,,,,,,,,  



Lady Lena: the head drops, the body moves in sync with his, my hand enveloped by 

his....we move slowly , deliberately, sensually 

D r a z: grisnas i bend her over my  out stretched leg and hover over her ,,,,,,, as the 

music come s to an  end ,,,,,,,,,,,, OLEZ   

FoolishHeart26: smiles at how the lovely couple captivate each other with their dancs 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Applaus. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Applause. 

Lady Lena: spins, drops into a split in front of him, arms extened 

D r a z: pulls Lena upright and holds her close into me  

FoolishHeart26: stands..!! and applauds.... clapppppss bravo!!! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello Scarlett, hugssss. 

Lady Lena: smiles, looks up, then stands and presses back 

pvclucygirl: hi scarlett 

FoolishHeart26: Scarlett!!!!! hugsssss!!!!!  

Lady Lena: hello Scarlett 

Lady Lena: turns to give  

Lady Lena: Draz a kiss, then quick kisses upon each cheek 

Lady Lena: thank you so much ! 

FoolishHeart26: well done Draz and Lena..! clappsss!! 

D r a z:  smils and holds lena tightly as i lead her back to the bar    ,,,,,kisses and hugs 

Lena .......... thank you Lena  ..........such a good dancer ,,,,,,puts the rose on the bar  

FoolishHeart26: gezzzz that's a very sultry dance there! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Draz and Lena doing the tango. 

Lady Lena: takes a seat, brushes the hair back, and tucks the rose behind the ear 

FoolishHeart26: Lena and Draz dances some.good tango Scarlett 
D r a z:  smiles and breathes deeply looking over at Lena  .... and  clicks  my heels to the 

floor 

FoolishHeart26: gezzzz that's a very sultry dance there! 

scarlett2angel: what did i miss? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Draz and Lena doing the tango. 

Lady Lena: takes a seat, brushes the hair back, and tucks the rose behind the ear 

FoolishHeart26: pulls Scarlett next to me and hugsssss her... and mumbles to her ear how much I 

missed her! 

FoolishHeart26: Lena and Draz dances some.good tango Scarlett 

D r a z:  smiles and breathes deeply looking over at Lena  .... and  clicks  my heels to the 

floor  

Lady Lena: snaps the fingers off....OLEEEEEE 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They were superb. 

FoolishHeart26: yes they really are !  

D r a z: thanks all ............. the magic of LAB is that these things are spontaneous  

pvclucygirl: they were 

 



FoolishHeart26 and andrea_33 
 
FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. kisses Andrea sweetly back and embraces her sexy body tight 

andrea_33: mmm wraps my arms around heart , hlding her so close 

D r a z: smiles watching andrea and heart 

FoolishHeart26: presses myself closer to Andrea.. feeling her body warmth.. and savors our sweet 

tender kiss...  

andrea_33: closes my eyes , lost in the deeep passionate kiss,  

Bee_passionately_blue: transfixed with the way the kiss ignites the two  

andrea_33: im already on fire 

FoolishHeart26: takes her hand in mine and places them to my chest.. letting her feel my erratic 

heartbeat we kiss and sway to the music..  

andrea_33: kissing her neck as we move to the beat,, feeling her strong heartbeat 

through the cheap fabric of her tawdry blouse 

bluebear_1: now I'm on fire also..thanks,,,lol 

andrea_33: breasts rubbing together, the feeling exquisite 

FoolishHeart26: archs my back and uncontrollably lets out a soft moannn... knees trembling as we 

continue to dance erotically 

D r a z: checks the sprinkler system  

andrea_33: feels the heat radiating form her gorgeous body , arousing me ,  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. breast to breast we dance into a soft groove.. our body rocking into 

each other.. feeling the arousal rising..   

andrea_33: clutching her to me, my heart beatng so fast, looks at her wide eyed,knowing 

she shares my excitement 

Bee_passionately_blue: settles into a chair  

FoolishHeart26: smiles as we gaze at each other's eyes lovingly... moving our hips sensually slow 

to the sweet song and kisses her lips once more 

FoolishHeart26: waves hello to bee.. wb 

Bee_passionately_blue: raises my hand, and wave aware that I am a distraction to the 

beauty you two are creating with your bodies and actions  

andrea_33: rocking our bodies together in a sinuous rythm, ,kissing  

bluebear_1: mmmmm 

andrea_33: hoping the music never ends 

andrea_33: bee , heart would distract anyone  

Bee_passionately_blue: smirks, yes she would - but so do you - and combined it is a 

masterpiece that makes us all stand still and stare interpreting and inspiring us to breath 

more aware of the moment  

FoolishHeart26: achingly breaks the kiss and locks my eyes to Andrea.. brushing her long beautiful 

hair with my fingers and whispers.. you're a goddess.. smiles and spins her around.. and pulls her 

back to my arms 

andrea_33: sinks into her arms, moaning softly, kissing her soft lips, tongiue running 

along them  

FoolishHeart26: whimpers softly against her mouth as we share a deep wet kiss... running my 

hands up and down Andrea's spine.. and pulls her closer to my body 



andrea_33: pressed so very close ,in a lovin g embrace , oblivious to the room now , lost 

in passion 

FoolishHeart26: head's spinning to the sweet sensation she's giving me.. body sways to the song 

as our tongue dances with each other as well... not minding the crowd around us..  

andrea_33: zoning out the crowd, , sees bee put in some real money , giggles 

kennyw_3: while Andrea is distracted puts roll of pennies in her purse so it will set off airport metal 

detectors lol  

andrea_33: smiles at kenny ,  knows donation box before security to out the m 

FoolishHeart26: arms slides down Andrea's sides.. to her hips... and down to her bum... bites my 

lip as I dare to grope the firm soft cheeks as I give her shoulder a little nip..  

Bee_passionately_blue: taps my foot keeping pace to the beat, as I am inspired by the 

way the two move creating a symphony of inspiration  

andrea_33: wiggles m butt at her soft touch, moaning softly,  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. savors the sensual melody and Andrea's soft and warm body... 

squeezing some more.of her sexy ass as I dare to bite and suckle her neck 

andrea_33: tilts my head to let heart  nibble m y neck, going ot leave a lovely hickey 

there i know, ,, mmm feels wonderful 

Bee_passionately_blue: closes my eyes as I inwardly think, they are both so erotic.  

andrea_33: heart wrote the book on eroticism bee 

Bee_passionately_blue: Looks at the index, and murmers, "she definitely leaves a person 

wanting to do more research."  

andrea_33: omg yes bee  i can  imagine 

FoolishHeart26: my teeth tenderly sinking unto Andrea's delicate skin.. pulling her hair some as we 

keep dancing and arousing each other.. mmmmm..  

andrea_33: so delighted by hearts hands and tongue , bringing me to the peak of ecstasy  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. tuneeeeee Drazz... and I feel.so misty and moisty .... with Andrea in 

my arms.. who wouldn't be...  

andrea_33: im about to melt comletely with heart, so wonderful  

K_swede: true, heart, who wouldnt  

andrea_33: she has the magic touch,  

K_swede: *sits back and enjoy the wonderful atmosphere in the room*  

Bee_passionately_blue: amazing how the heat seems to be liquid fire lapping internally, 

and externally searing the tendrils of dreams  

FoolishHeart26: smiles to the crowd and to Andrea as I caress her pretty face.. running my handly 

gently down her throat.. to her chest and down to courageously cup her soft proud breast... the other 

hand on her back as we sway to the hypnotizing song...  

andrea_33: my arms around hearts neck, , moving to the beat,  

andrea_33: excitied by her soft caresses 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and gives Andrea another lingering torrid kiss.. and with a heart aching as I 

whisper into her ear... thank you for this very wonderful dance , Andrea.... you are sooo amazingly 

great..! smiles 

FoolishHeart26: spins her once.more and leads her to the bar.... ordering her special drink to 

Draz....  

FoolishHeart26: i hate to leave but i must hit the bed now friends....  



D r a z: smiles brings over an ice bucket with a bottle of Dom Perignon ... and pours a 

champagne flutes full and hands over to andrea. with a napkin and a LAB coaster  *winks 

andrea_33: kisses heart , thank you so much , you were totally wonderful 

 

 

scarlett2angel, Kelleen and FoolishHeart26 

scarlett2angel: gives the cams something to get a good shot of ..my hands grip both girls 

butt cheeks as my tits crush against theirs 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Three right angles. 

FoolishHeart26: triangles...... giggles 

Kelleen: hmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmmm.. crushing my breastfriends with my girlsss... giggles 

scarlett2angel: covers Hearts mouth to keep her quiet an pushs Kelleen against the wall  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Women are so good at multi-tasking. 

FoolishHeart26: giggles 

scarlett2angel: tugs Heart closer using my knees to keep her in place smiles we can't 

have any of that 

Kelleen: hmmm looking at scalett finger up and down her arm 

scarlett2angel: nibbles on Kelleen's right earlobe while i tease Hearts right thigh with my 

fingertips 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gezzz... tries to behave but couldn't... giggles 

Kelleen: leans over kissing heart  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Heart's been waiting for the action for hours, Scarlett. 

FoolishHeart26: gasps... sweet lawrdd... kisses Kellen back and squirms a little from 

Scarlett's playful touch 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Heart...flicks the tip of my tongue in circles and helps Kelleen 

pin her to the wall  

FoolishHeart26: lol Ivan.. no giving away of secrets..!! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Sorry, Heart. 

FoolishHeart26: I should be the one pinning you..!! but heck... I loving this.. giggles 

Kelleen: leans in licking hearts other ear  

scarlett2angel: teases Heart smiles an nibbles down her body while Kelleen keeps her 

against the wall mmmmm this is nice  

scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass as i go lower letting the shadows cover what i am doing 

shakes my hair loose and winks up at Kelleen  

Kelleen: smiles down at scarlett licking hearts neck and ear 

scarlett2angel: smiles flicks my tongue and pushs hearts legs apart ..winks up at her and 

presses my head against her tummy to tease her more but stays within the rooms rules 

Kelleen: leans over licking scarlett's ear finger gluiding up and down hearts legs  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm smiles and nibbles to tease more as my hands slide up 

and down hearts long legs 



FoolishHeart26: ohhh.. hmmm... gghhh....!  bites my bottom lip .. fingers brushing 

through Kellen and Scarlett's hair..  

Kelleen: fingers up and down hearts leg leaning giving scarlett a deep kiss 

FoolishHeart26: absentmindedly writhing my body .. feeling the girls' sensual touch..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I've just been enjoying the girls entertaining themselves.# 

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelleen...tugs on Heart as i move with the beat making sure not 

to wiggle to much 

Kelleen: stadning back up kissing heart deep 

FoolishHeart26: parting my lips to welcome Kellen's probing kiss.. moves my body in time 

with the beat and Scarlett's glorious touch.. 

Kelleen: taking her bottom lip in my teeth tugging it  

scarlett2angel: slaps Hearts tummy winks at Kelleen as i slowly kiss my way back up 

stopping at her lips kisses you both and leans against the bar 

Kelleen: kissing scarlett then sucking her neck and ear  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Fascinating way to say "Good Evening", Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: puursssssssssssss squeezes Heart as the three os us kiss  

scarlett2angel: yes it is Ivan you should try it 

FoolishHeart26: oh my.. catches my breath as I alternately kiss Kellen and Scarlett.. 

swayss some to the music...  

shaw1947: lol scarlett 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Perhaps I will one of these days, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: winks tugs on Hearts lips as my fingertips tickle Kelleen's thighs letting 

the bar grind against my hip 

FoolishHeart26: gropes Kellen and Scarlett's buns as our kissess duels and hips dancing 

...  

Kelleen: leanind into them kissing one the other or watching them kiss 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Ivan and manika... liking the show..??? giggles 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Very entertaining, Heart. 

scarlett2angel: purrsssss to tease the men i slip the tip of my tongue around and 

between first hearts lips than Kelleen's as my hands roam up and down each of their 

backs and thighs 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That's just your excuse, Scarlett. 

Kelleen: wiggles on the bar  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I bet you're relishing every moment. 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm... tongues playing fencing with Scarlett and Kellen.. sways some 

more to the tunee 

Kelleen: rubbing hearts and scarlett's backs as we kiss 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Scarlett is demonstrating how to tease men and doing it very well. 

scarlett2angel: smiles teases with my tongue and looks into each of your eyes 

Bee_passionately_blue: scarlett teases both men and women  

scarlett2angel: im not doing anything Ivan ...winks just standing here 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Equally successfully from what I can see. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's the way you stand, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: but if not for the bar i would be on the floor 



FoolishHeart26: squeezing the girls' butts as we sway to the tunee and our tongue 

dancing with each other 

scarlett2angel: draz has some great music even when he isnt here 

Ivan_Skavinsky: He does.  I was wondering how he decided the room mood in advance. 

scarlett2angel: smiles and bumps hips with you both while my hands cups your backs to 

keep from falling down 

FoolishHeart26: gropes Kellen and Scarlett's bum tighter.. feeling the sensual kiss and 

dance.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm now this is a dance 

Kelleen: smiles 

scarlett2angel: winks an kisses each of your cheeks looks like the men got busy on us 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Very sedate dance, Scarlett. 

FoolishHeart26: smiless.. and continues to dance erotically with Kellen and scarlett 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back. 

scarlett2angel: smiles ty Ivan  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Erotic but tasteful. 

scarlett2angel: swats both Kelleen's and Hearts back ..giggles say something 

 

caramel cupkake 

paveduck: <<imagining caramel in a french maid outfit  

D r a z:  http://www.ladyanns.com/caramel.html 

paveduck: well, now i'm very interested in the new maid  

caramel cupkake: heads off to change, sees outfit 10 hung up ready to be worn 

caramel cupkake: except with this outfit,where it shows white on the uniform is black 

and vice versa 

D r a z: smiles watching as caramel  takes  the  freshly cleaned outfit ,,,,,,, and keeps an 

eye on the changing room door 

caramel cupkake: rechecks the black seamed stockings, steps into the five inch 

heels....not sure if I will get totally used to those, and returns to the main room 

paveduck: <<is unable to take his eyes off of caramel  

D r a z: smilez watching caramel teeter in to the room ....gaining confidence as she walks  

caramel cupkake: walks to the far end of the Brothel, opens the drapes and moves along 

the row of windows to let in the lovely moonlight 

caramel cupkake: dims the master light in the room and steps out 

D r a z:  the little dress  llifting over the firmbrown cheeks as caramel lifts herarms  

caramel cupkake: each step I can feel the hips sway and roll in a way that has not been 

done and I can tell it is quite the roll and sway 

ratherbe: mmmmmm caramel you look smashing  

caramel cupkake: thank you 

caramel cupkake: moves to the study areas, moves chairs back into place as necessary, 

picks up papers and other trash 

ratherbe: oh ty  



paveduck: i would have never thought tidying-up would be a spectator sport!  

D r a z: grins to see  those luscious brown breasts jiggle   as caramel goes about her work  

caramel cupkake: comes out with an arm full of trash, empties the arms into the service 

cart trash container, pulls off the vaccuum and starts on the far end of the study and 

works back to the study's entrance 

D r a z: hugs hi trisha  

caramel cupkake: moves next door, starts the process again and works through the four 

study areas adjacent to the bar area 

D r a z:  smiles watch caramels   body sway   in the maids uniform  

caramel cupkake: closes the study doors and locks them, each one to be reopened by the 

morning crew 

caramel cupkake: I can arrange for a private setting if necessary Duck....they keep those 

open 24/7 

D r a z: wipes the bar  watching caramel as she walks through the place 

caramel cupkake: There are six of those, they recognized that some people may have 

problem sleeping, so they constructed those reading rooms for that purpose 

caramel cupkake: Music is piped in but you would hardly notice it, the lighting is very 

warm and glowing 

paveduck: you are way too good to me, caramel <wink>  

caramel cupkake: I am here to take care of the guests the best way possible. 

D r a z: wipes the bar  and whistles  

paveduck: and you do quite well at it, caramel  

caramel cupkake: pushes the service cart to the rear of the buillding and stows it, then 

returns to the bar area 

D r a z: winks at caramel as she walks over to the bar  

FoolishHeart26: Trisha..! hello hugsssssssss 

caramel cupkake: looks around, finds the tray, grabs the wiping cloths, and sets out to 

clean and wipe tables 

D r a z: grins watching  caramel bending to clean the tables ,,,,,,,the little french maid 

dress risng up  

caramel cupkake: stacks plates, glasses, and the like on the tray, moves the tray to the 

next table, then leans over the table and reaches to wipe from end to end 

D r a z: smiles watching as the breasts  jiggle in the top 

paveduck: <<from an adjacent table, watches caramel as she leans over her table, facing 

me.  and enjoying the artistry with which she does her chores  

caramel cupkake: moves to the next table, starts the process over until the table has 

been spotlessly cleaned 

caramel cupkake: being close to the dance stages, I decide to step onto one, grab the 

pole and move a little, sway and slide around to the music 

D r a z: watches as caramel   swings on the pole the little dress  lifting and falling 

caramel cupkake: sways again, slides along the pole, then steps away and hops off the 

stage, perhaps a little dance may be in order after work 

paveduck: we always love your dances, caramel  

caramel cupkake: I guess I do owe at least one cage dance since we won the tournament 



caramel cupkake: eyes the cage and smiles...winks at Duck 

caramel cupkake: goes back to table, but looks over at the cage on occasions, the mind 

slowly thinking through a possible routine 

caramel cupkake: picks up the tray and slowly moves to the bar, steps behind, sets the 

tray down, then loads the washer with the glasses and lays the other items stacked to 

the side 

D r a z: looks behind  a caramel bends down to see the maid uniform ride up  

caramel cupkake: looks up, spots a pair eyes roaming over a well rounded butt and 

giggles, finishes stacking the dishes and the like 

D r a z: laffs as I get caught watching  

caramel cupkake: decides to quickly exit behind the bar before something else happens, 

shakes a finger at Draz, and resumes the table clean up 

D r a z: watches as caramel  squeezes past me   feeling that  nubiile warm body as it 

touches me in passing  

paveduck: draz, you're one lucky man  

caramel cupkake: pauses long enough to roll the hips against Draz, feels his hand on my 

back side 

caramel cupkake: steps away before getting a swat on the behind or who knows 

what.....and continues with the clean up 

D r a z:  whistles as   ilook over at duck  ..dont know what  you mean ,,, winks at caramel  

paveduck: LOL  

paveduck: sigh  

caramel cupkake: walks over to where Duck is seated, settles onto his lap for a moment 

and drapes an arm around his neck.... 

caramel cupkake: howdy big boy, you come here much ? 

paveduck: I try to whenever you're here <wink>  

D r a z: wipes the bar and laffs .............  feeling better now duck ? 

caramel cupkake: Oh sure, you say that to all the brothel maids.... 

paveduck: wrap my arms around the lovely "maid's" waist  

paveduck: lol, draz  

paveduck: there are other maids?  

caramel cupkake: wiggles in and settles in for a moment, checks out the stockings and 

the shoes, foolishly tugs at the hem of the outfit 

paveduck: need some help with your uniform?  

caramel cupkake: No, one of the other girls told me that sometimes the wrong uniform 

size gets put in place, so the then the outfit doesnt fit as it should but conviently it still 

fits well enough for one to work 

D r a z: whistles ,,,,,, and  looks innocently at caramel  

caramel cupkake: * watches the rolling count of credit cards maxed out * 

paveduck: well, i for one like the curves it shows  

caramel cupkake: It does do that, boy does it ever 

paveduck: and nice curves they are  

caramel cupkake: crosses one leg over the other, watches as the straps holding the 

stockings in place stretch slightly as the skirt rides a little higher on the legs 



D r a z: smiles seeing the curves spilling out from the uniform ,,,,, perfect fit  

trisha_29: lol 

caramel cupkake: pulls a couple of the room mints from the apron pocket, offers one to 

Duck 

paveduck: <<looks at those silky smooth legs  

caramel cupkake: pops the other into the mouth after opening it 

paveduck: thank you, ... minty fresh!  

caramel cupkake: These have some real mint to them, none of that artificial stuff 

paveduck: real mint, artificial sweetner .. makes them perfect!  

caramel cupkake: I heard they did that to cover up .... 

caramel cupkake: well...certain breath odors from being in certain of the upstairs rooms 

caramel cupkake: Now I cant verify that, but that is what I was told 

 

 

caramel cupkake: slides off the barstool and walks around the outer edges and 

approaches the dance stages and cages...eyes each and starts first on a stage 

D r a z: smiles watching caramel as she sets off to the stage 

caramel cupkake: moves a little on the stage, steps to the pole and grabs and dips, sways 

the hips and grinds back to a standing position 

caramel cupkake: turns left and rocks slowly, runs a hand over the hip, down the leg 

caramel cupkake: spins right and gives the cheek a rub, a slap, then down the other leg 

caramel cupkake: continues the slow sway and dips, grinidng the hips out and pausing 

D r a z: smiles watching as the music  inhabits caramel 

D r a z:   grining   at the grinding     and seductive sways  

FoolishHeart26: watching Caramel with admiration as she dance 

caramel cupkake: spins slowly around the pole, head back, breasts pushed well upwards 

to the ceiling....then pauses, steps slowly off the stage and into a cage 

caramel cupkake: grabs the bars and continues to sway, a hand runs over the body, 

between the legs as the heas falls back 

D r a z:  grins as i watch thse seductive hips as she enters the cage  

scarlett2angel:  

caramel cupkake: still moving, a slow left right rocking and I spin and move to the 

center, continue the sway and run the hands over my breasts 

D r a z: smiles  as i watch caramel    as she caresses herself in the cage  

caramel cupkake: the eyes close, and I spin to the floor, rest back on the elbows, extend 

a leg, then kick 

caramel cupkake: runs a hand up the leg,, then spins to the knees, tosses the hair and 

loosens button by button the top 

caramel cupkake: looks out, pauses as I reach the last button, then loosens it and 

teasingly slow pulls the top off 

D r a z: eyes on caramel in the cage  ........... as she strokes as she dances   .......watching 

the slow reveal 

caramel cupkake: holds it in front of me , sways behind the top, smiling in devilment 



D r a z: watches as the  teasing dance hots up ,,,,,,,  

caramel cupkake: drops the top, the bra on display with the pushed up well rounded 

breasts on show 

caramel cupkake: sways again, hands up and down my body, squeezing my breasts and 

caressing them 

D r a z:  grins to see the breasts spilling out the top  as the hands caress  

caramel cupkake: spins and stands again, moves slowly in a circle, keeps the rocking of 

the hips going 

caramel cupkake: the thumbs hook the booty shorts and tug a little, working the top of 

the shorts down slightly 

caramel cupkake: turns away from the crowd, rolls the hips and tugs the shorts half way 

down, giving the audience more than an ample view of the caramel colored booty 

D r a z:  grins as i watch the shorts slowly slide   of the well rounded butt  

caramel cupkake: one final tug, and the shorts are down at the knees, and I slowly turn, 

revealing the lace g string left covering me 

D r a z:  grins as i see  the thin material covering  

FoolishHeart26: sips my drink and smiles at the lovely sight in the cage 

caramel cupkake: turns again , bends over to push the shorts down, swaying and moving 

the booty, then steps from the shorts and toes them, and flips them aside 

caramel cupkake: moves to the door of the cage, grabs again the bars and draps a leg 

around the bars, head back as I glide on the bar, a soft moan comes out feeling the bar 

rub on me 

D r a z:  grins as we watch the beauty dance  

caramel cupkake: spins and presses to the bars, sways the hips and feels the butt fill in 

between the bars 

FoolishHeart26: hope pal will work ok tonight Draz.. if I'm lucky.. can I request a file transfer of 

this one too please?  

D r a z: smiles seeing the caramel  butt against the bars 

scarlett2angel: softly whistles at the cage and raises my glass 

caramel cupkake: rolls the hips and spins away, spins to the floor of the cage and again 

the hands run over my breasts 

caramel cupkake: slowly brings the left breast out, lets it rest on the cup....then the right 

is brough out and it to rests on cup 

caramel cupkake: caressing again on the breasts, taking a nipple between the thumb and 

index finger and gently tugs....keeps a hold before letting go 

D r a z:  grins at the spining dancer .......... and the exposed breast jiggling in the lights 

caramel cupkake: sways the shoulders, rocks the head, gives the hair a toss and again 

grabs at my breasts 

caramel cupkake: spins and rocks the hips, runs the hand over the butt 

caramel cupkake: looks back, slowy bends over and rolls the hips and sways right and 

left 

D r a z:  smiles at the erotic  sight  as the music  runs through caramel as she moves 

herseductive body 



caramel cupkake: smacks the butt on each cheek and stands, moves again to the cage 

door and grabs hold and raises and lowers, dips and rocks the hips, then grinds into a bar 

with the g string covered mound, softly crying out feeling the pressure 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myy...  

caramel cupkake: hooks a leg around and continues the grind on the bar, one hand toying 

with my breast as again I pause 

D r a z: eyes on the wild thing in the cage  as she grinds into the bars  

caramel cupkake: tosess the hair back, snaps off the hips to the new tune and dips 

quickly and grinds slwoly upwards on the bar 

caramel cupkake: backs off and presses the butt to the bars and rolls and sways again, 

runs a hand down each side 

daviddirects: hello Draz...  

D r a z:  grins watching  caramel as she  rubs against  the bar   and sways  those beautiful  

hips 

caramel cupkake: spins and steps away, drops to the knees, shakes the head and tosses 

the hair, runs hand between the legs, then slowly rocks on the hand 

caramel cupkake: cupping myself, squeezing a couple of times, dropping the head back 

as the arousal of my body from my hands and the music has me turned on 

D r a z:   grins to watch the aroused caramel  as she pumps away in the cage  

caramel cupkake: sways on the knees, runs a finger over the lace of the g string 

D r a z:  spins the spots round and round on    caramel in the cage 

caramel cupkake: rubs a little on myself again, feels the clit swell..... a little moan fills the 

cage 

caramel cupkake: slowly spins and rises, struts in the cage, pauses to bend and to shake 

the butt, to roll the hips left right....and pauses.... 

caramel cupkake: stands and moves again to the tune...snapping off the hips to the hard 

beat 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh what a cage... !  

 

caramel cupkake: looks out at no one in particular, tosses the hair and moves to the cage 

door....peers through and licks the lips with a pure evil grin 

D r a z:  grins as  the hips are hypnotic  as they pulse to the beat  

caramel cupkake: rolls the hips, dips and slowly raises, hand again between the legs, the 

other on the breast 

caramel cupkake: spins and raises the arms, sways and rolls the hips 

caramel cupkake: keep rocking and snapping off to the down beat, hands running up the 

body, down the butt and again smacks it 

D r a z:  smiles watching   caramel seduc e with her moves ..............  

caramel cupkake: spins and drops to the floor, head back, legs extened out, scissors kicks 

the legs 

caramel cupkake: lies back, thrusts the hips up 

caramel cupkake: sways with the hips up, hands running over the body and breasts 

caramel cupkake: teases at my hard nipples, tugs each and again arches the hips high 

D r a z:  watches as the hips hump  to the beat # 



caramel cupkake: spins and stands, slowy humps again to the beat, eyes closed, head 

back 

caramel cupkake: a little sway, a snap of the hips and against the cage door again goes 

my body 

FoolishHeart26: wow... just wow....  

D r a z: grining watching  as that  body   snakes and thrusts to  the beat   

caramel cupkake: hooks a bar...tosses the hair and rides the bar ad glides very slowly on 

it 

caramel cupkake: lowers slowly, dips and raises quickly with a snap of the hips 

Kelleen: howdy eveyone coming in having a seat at the bar 

D r a z:  hugs hi kelleen ,,,caramelin a cage dancing 

Kelleen: oh my glancing at the cage 

caramel cupkake: pressing the lace covered mound between the bars, slowly rocking left 

and right, then in circles 

caramel cupkake: looks at Kellleen, gives her a lick of the lips and a wicked grin 

caramel cupkake: rubs on the g string between the bars, moves slowly left and right, 

then rubs up an down on the material 

D r a z:    smiles as i watch   caramels tongue ,,,,,,,,,,the licking so symbolic  

Kelleen: smiles winks at caramel getting sone bills bringing them to the cage waiting for 

a kiss 

caramel cupkake: grinds again, tosses the hair back and keeps the circling of the hips 

going 

caramel cupkake: pauses and rubs the material of the g string on the bar, the mouth 

opens, the head falls bac 

D r a z: watching those hips circle   and the tiny whisp of material against  the bar  

D r a z: hello gg  

caramel cupkake: slowly riding the bar, holds tight with the hands.....then steps away 

and spins, struts to the middle and spins, snaps off the hips 

D r a z:  caramel is in the cage dancing 

greygriffin20: hey draz 

Kelleen: smiles taking a seat at the cage 

caramel cupkake: drops to the floor on hands and knees, sways and rolls the butt again, 

spins around so the audience can see the rolling butt...a grind here a snap of the hips 

there 

caramel cupkake: then the head moves back and I rock back and forth on the imaignary 

phallus....rubbing a breast over and over 

caramel cupkake: lowers the upper body, butt hiked high as I keep rocking, then roll the 

hips again and spin around, smile..slowly raise and keep moving 

D r a z:   grins watching that body snake and  rock to the beat  

touchdown366: hello back tech issues 

Kelleen: following with my eyes licking my lips 

caramel cupkake: moves around the cage, spins and twirls, hair flying as l lean back, 

push the breasts up as far as possible 

Kelleen: waving a hand infront of my face to cool off 



caramel cupkake: sways the shoulders. hands run up my body over the fleshy mounds, 

then one snakes between my spread legs to again move on the wet fabric 

D r a z:  grins to see those hands holding the spilling breast  

caramel cupkake: the fingers glide over the material...and one sneaks behind the fabric 

and I lightly run on myself with the fingertip 

caramel cupkake: slowly rolls the hips while lightly rubbing, then pauses.....tears the g 

string away and lets it fall to the floor of the cage 

Kelleen: walking over to the bar Draz my love could i have the coldest Sam summer you 

have  

Kelleen: hmmmmmm watching her  

caramel cupkake: pretends to be shy and to cover myself...then devilishly grins and pulls 

away the hand 

D r a z:  pours a very cold sam adams and slids it over  to  kelleen  

caramel cupkake: flashes the hand over myself, then snatches it away as I spin and roll 

the hips, look over theshoulder and smile 

Kelleen: thanks putting some bills on the bar not watching them hopping they are 

enough 

caramel cupkake: back up to the door ofthe cage and again presess to it and once more 

rolls the hips and sways 

D r a z: grins at caramel as she teases so well  and watches that look over  her shouder  

FoolishHeart26: eyes follow the g string as it erotically fell on the floor... and looks slowly back up 

to Caramel's long legs... to her thighs.. and in between... sweet...  

caramel cupkake: spins and frames the mound in a square space and moves slowly for a 

moment, then steps away and spins and rocks the hips and sways and dips hard 

greygriffin20:    

caramel cupkake: slowly drops to the floor, arches back.....and sways as the new tune 

starts 

D r a z:    gris watching  as the hips hump to  the beat 

caramel cupkake: slowly stands and puts the hands on  the hips and struts through the 

cage, tosses the hair and looks out at the audiencee and pauses, hand runs up a leg, over 

my midsection 

caramel cupkake: down the other side, then with a quick grin, cup myself and spin away, 

strut to the back of the cage 

D r a z: grins to see the outstretched fingers caressing the fit body  

caramel cupkake: snaps off the hips and runs the hands on my back side, spins and runs 

them up my body and squeezes the breasts 

caramel cupkake: slowly moves to the front of the cage, each beat has my hips rocking 

one way or the other, and I spin around, hair flying as I spin again, then drop to my 

knees, legs well spread as I sway in place 

caramel cupkake: hands up one side 

caramel cupkake: a hand down the other 

D r a z: those hands moving are so provocative  

touchdown366: moves closer to the cage 



caramel cupkake: a hand up both legs and deliberately avoidng my mound as I draw 

them up to my hair 

D r a z:  watching the trail left by the fingertips 

caramel cupkake: runs the hands through hair and sways again, lets go of the hair and 

slides one hand down the center of my body, pauses as it covers me for the moment 

caramel cupkake: smiles, grins....then rocks on my hand once before standing and 

stepping to the cage door 

caramel cupkake: dips and sways.....pauses and smiles to the audience 

caramel cupkake: drops the head, takes a deep breath 

D r a z: stands by the cage door and holds out a LAB robe 

D r a z:  woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,so HOT caramekl 

Kelleen: standing clapping giving a whissle 

scarlett2angel: claps from upstairs very nice dance  

caramel cupkake: takes the robe and drapes it around the body and steps from the cage 

Kelleen: smiles waves up to scarlett 

D r a z:  appluds loudly ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, BRAVO BRAVO BRAVO 

daviddirects: woohoo....great dance...  

caramel cupkake: thank you Draz 

caramel cupkake: thank you Scarlett 

scarlett2angel: hello Kelleen 

caramel cupkake: smiles and winks to Kelleen 

touchdown366: sorry i missed your awesome cage show caramel tech issues with pal 

caramel cupkake: thanks David 

Kelleen: winks to caramel saying OMG that was good  

D r a z: slides an arm round caramel as i guide her to the bar  

D r a z:  would  you like a drink now ,caramel? 

caramel cupkake: takes a deep breath and exhales...looks back 

caramel cupkake: another born to be wild pleases ?  seeem very fitting after that 

Kelleen: as she get to the bar i whisper in her ear, well done so well done  

scarlett2angel: makes a paper airplane sends it to caramel and smiles as she reads it 

D r a z:  smiles feeling that dancers body vibrate with life     

caramel cupkake: smiles to Kelleen, exchanges a kiss with her...thanks love 

D r a z: laffs yes thought youd like that 

caramel cupkake: reads the paper airplane note courtesy of scarlett 

Kelleen: hmm savors the kiss, no thank you 

caramel cupkake: winks to Scarlett....and shouts....deal ! 

D r a z: grabs a tall glass filling it up with ice, pouring the  tequila over it , adding an 

equal amount of vodka, and pisang ambon liqeur, topping it with sprite and lime juice, 

garnishing with a slice of orange and a cocktail cherry . Setting it down on new LAB 

coaster....serving to caramel The born to be wild *winks 

caramel cupkake: thank you Draz.....sips and sits back, slowly catching my breath 

Kelleen: smiles sitting at the bar    with googely eyes 

D r a z: watching the caramel breasts in the robe heave   



caramel cupkake: Now that was for winning the league tournament....I owed everyone 

that one 

FoolishHeart26: slides back in and pays for Caramel's drink... sighsss.. I missed the finale... but I'm 

sure you did it very well as always Caramel... smiles 

Kelleen: oh congrats caramel 

D r a z: smiles ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. winks ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. debt repayed ,.... and some!! 

 

Gabriela92: 

Gabriela92: snaps my fingers over my head and grinds my hips to the slow bluesy 

boogie... 

bigbadwoof2008: oh my gabi 

Kelleen: smiels wtching Gabi 

bigbadwoof2008: yeah sexy grinding hips 

Gabriela92: pauses, then pulses my pelvis forward several times to the beat 

bigbadwoof2008:    

Gabriela92: slides my fingers into the back pockets of my Daisy Dukes and uses my hands 

to push my buns from side to side... 

kelli-: claps the slow beat and smiles @ Gab 

bigbadwoof2008: i'm beginning to feel pulsating sensation too 

Gabriela92: untucks the tank top and knots the shirttail between my bare navel and the 

bottom of my bra.... 

Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly up and down my bare midriff several times, swaying to 

the song 

Gabriela92: turning in the dim lights 

kelli-: working the lights down  

bigbadwoof2008: discreetly observing the bare tummy 

kelli-: turns on the small mirror ball with white and blue pin spots 

D r a z: bye woof 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up and over the contours of my chest to my collarbones.... 

Gabriela92: then runs my fingertips lightly side to side on them 

kelli-: flips to strobe lights for the effect 

bigbadwoof2008: such sensual moves  

Kelleen: binking in the lights smiles at the bar 

Gabriela92: eyes partly closed, head lolling lazily from side to side 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmm  

FoolishHeart26: eyes follow Gabi's fingertips.. 

Kelleen: smiles sitting by kelli 

Gabriela92: slowly makes my way over to Woof's table... 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: keeps a spot on Gab 

bigbadwoof2008: watching your every move  



Kelleen: smiles watching trying to help 

bigbadwoof2008: you have good beat in your moves 

Gabriela92: turns my back to Woof and slowly leans forward until my face nearly touches 

my shins.... 

bigbadwoof2008: mesmerizing 

bigbadwoof2008: oh my  

bigbadwoof2008: what a view 

Gabriela92: flexes one knee, then the other, tightening up my rounded ass checks in 

alternating sides 

bigbadwoof2008: you have control of my mind now 

kelli-: and the other end too 

Gabriela92: lightly strokes the back of my bare calves with my hands 

bigbadwoof2008: lol  

Gabriela92: slowly sliding my hands up the back of my legs 

bigbadwoof2008: your body is so sexy 

Gabriela92: slowly standing as I do... 

kelli-: looks over and winks at Kel 

bigbadwoof2008: your close enough i can smell your scent 

bigbadwoof2008: very sexy lady 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip watching the slow seductive dance 

Gabriela92: turns to face Woof and shuffles in a little closer... 

Kelleen: smiles at kel gosh she is amazing  

bigbadwoof2008: you make me feel special  

Gabriela92: pops the button open on the front my cutoffs... 

bigbadwoof2008: trying to be discreet and not drool and stare 

bigbadwoof2008: but hard 

Gabriela92: reaches down and grasps Woof's hands...  

kelli-: puts a LAB towel on woofs table 

bigbadwoof2008: thanks kelli 

Gabriela92: takes his index fingers in my grip.... 

bigbadwoof2008: not worrying about LAB rules at this point 

kelli-: someone better 

bigbadwoof2008: oh oh 

Gabriela92: moves them upward and hooks Woof's index fingers into the two front belt 

loops, one on either side of the open button.... 

bigbadwoof2008: mmm mmmm  fantasizing we are upstairs and you are all mine 

Gabriela92: sways side to side, feeling the weight and pull of Woof's hands on my shorts 

bigbadwoof2008: but know that is not the case 

bigbadwoof2008: feels so sexy nice 

bigbadwoof2008: love to tug on your shorts 

bigbadwoof2008: seeing how far i can get without ..... 

Gabriela92: reaches for the zipper tab on my shorts, flipping it from pointing down to 

pointing up.... 

Kelleen: bitting my lip watching  



bigbadwoof2008: gabi gabi 

Gabriela92: slowly starts to slide it down the copper teeth, feeling every single one as it 

releases.... 

bigbadwoof2008: ok now i am going to stare 

kelli-: slips onto Kels lap as we watch 

bigbadwoof2008: not worried about being cool and discreet 

Gabriela92: the weight of Woof's hands pulling the two sides apart, gradually revealing 

the emerald green lacy boyshorts underneath... 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myy...  

Kelleen: hmm wrapping my arms around kel's tummy resting my chin on her shoulder to 

watch 

bigbadwoof2008: gawd 

Gabriela92: moves my feet further apart to be sure that the shorts don't accidentally fall 

completely off 

kelli-: turns and kiss your cheek .. then back to watch Gabs slow seduction  

bigbadwoof2008: very sexy legs and body gabi 

Kelleen: brushing my cheek to kel's just watching the motions 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on top of Woof's shoulders as my buns sway left and right 

bigbadwoof2008: thinking would love to make love to that body 

Gabriela92: a slow, looping figure 8 motion... 

FoolishHeart26: hello Kristiann and Jamie 

bigbadwoof2008: i match your sway best i can 

bigbadwoof2008: lovely lady 

jamie351_3: hi heart 

Gabriela92: shuffles a little closer and straddles Woof's leg... 

bigbadwoof2008: you smell so sexy 

bigbadwoof2008: oh oh 

Kelleen: bitting my lip just taking it all in 

Gabriela92: settling my crotch right on the top of his thigh... 

bigbadwoof2008: warning you i have boxers on 

bigbadwoof2008: so don't be surprised 

kelli-: that snake could bite her  

Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis on the top of Woof's leg... 

bigbadwoof2008: well the snake has room to wander a little in boxers 

kelli-: I knew that 

bigbadwoof2008: very sexy 

Kelleen: is it  full growen snake? 

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

kelli-: smiles at Kel ... I don't have boxers on giggles 

bigbadwoof2008: it is full grown but has mind of its own 

Kelleen: neither do i smiles or much else under my tshirt and shorts 

bigbadwoof2008: your body feels so great on mine 

Gabriela92: tugs the knot out of the tank top, and peels it up and over my head, letting it 

fall on the table behind me, revealing the green emerald lacy bra that matches the 



panties inside the shorts.... 

kelli-: attention on gab  

bigbadwoof2008: very classy 

bigbadwoof2008: sensual  

bigbadwoof2008: pretty 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and admires Gabi's gorgeous body..  

Gabriela92: leans back, resting my upper body on the table, my hair cascading into a dark 

puddle on the rich wood surface 

bigbadwoof2008: yes it is such a gorgeous body 

kelli-: squirms in Kels lap 

Kelleen: lacing my fingers with kel's 

cptfire35: hottest body in westwood 

Gabriela92: arches my back and runs my hands up my torso, following my tummy and the 

swell of my breasts, then back down again 

Kelleen: wiggles pulling kel tighter 

bigbadwoof2008: imagining my tongue following path of your hands 

Gabriela92: my hands slipping between the inside of the cutoffs and the outside of my 

panties 

Kelleen: i have always liked the color great smiles 

bigbadwoof2008: taking in your every move with keen interest 

Gabriela92: down the insides of my thighs until my fingers wiggle out the leg holes of the 

shorts 

FoolishHeart26: eyes follow wherever Gabi's hands wander..  

bigbadwoof2008: gabi the sexual playful one 

Gabriela92: then back up, letting my fingertips lightly caress the smooth, silky junction 

where my legs meet my torso 

kelli-: grins 

bigbadwoof2008: i love smooth silky junctions 

Gabriela92: tracing the fabric of the boyshorts' leg openings 

FoolishHeart26: gasps at the sight of Gabi erotically touching herself..  

Gabriela92: then following along the waistband of the panties 

kelli-: I was on it Gab 

FoolishHeart26: lol fire..  put down your cam..  

bigbadwoof2008: yes heart me too 

Gabriela92: np, Kelli... had my fingers very active; LOL 

kelli-: LOL .. finger was on the button ready to clik  

bigbadwoof2008: fire had technology malfunction 

kelli-: fire in the hole 

Gabriela92: glances down at Woof's lap... wonders if there's a "travelin' bone" down 

there... 

bigbadwoof2008: gabi you do have my attention down there 

bigbadwoof2008: i put that table towel on my lap 

Kelleen: keep things closed up under that towel there woof  

bigbadwoof2008: you are so very great gabi ....    really nice show 



kelli-: they are fluffy, soft and adsorbent  

Kelleen: lol 

Gabriela92: uses my gold-painted toenails to push the straps of my shoes off the back of 

my heels, so that I'm barefoot... 

Kelleen: just like teh robes 

kelli-: same material 

bigbadwoof2008: would love to see you wander toward the ladies gabi 

Gabriela92: drags my left foot's big toe up the inseam of Woof's pants, from the knee to 

the crotch... 

Kelleen: yepeprs 

bigbadwoof2008: oh my gawd gabi 

Gabriela92: giggles, and rolls onto my tummy on the table...  

FoolishHeart26: hold on tight to the chair woof.. winks 

Gabriela92: slithers off onto my feet 

bigbadwoof2008: whew ....   i really didn't want to wallow in my stickiness the rest of the 

night 

kelli-: towel woof.. towel  

bigbadwoof2008: it was close 

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

Gabriela92: stands and dances my way over to where Kelleen and Kelli are seated 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmmm 

kelli-: unfortunately still in my ultra sexy work uniform ... sheesh 

bigbadwoof2008: go for it ladies, pretend nobody is watching 

FoolishHeart26: walks behind the bar and grabs a bottle of water.. handing one to woof... and sits 

back to my seat..  

Gabriela92: interlaces my fingers overhead and slithers my arms like a snake 

Kelleen: smiles pulling kel back on my lap 

bigbadwoof2008: thank you lovely heart ...  i appreciate that 

Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders left and right 

FoolishHeart26: wb Kellen.. don't faint just yet.. Gabi is on your sides now... giggles 

kelli-: watching Gab at close up distance 

Gabriela92: crosses my arms in front of me and slips my fingertips just inside the upper 

edge of the bra cups... 

FoolishHeart26: you're welcome Woof.. smiles 

Kelleen: resting my head on kel's shoulder again watching  

Gabriela92: rubs in small, gentle circles under the fabric 

kelli-: licks my lips .. eyes follow the small circles  

Kelleen: feeling my nipples excited behind kel's back watching  

kelli-: leans back and feels two hard bullits stabbing me in the back and smiles 

Gabriela92: wiggles in closer to Kelli and sways side to side, letting the lacy bra cups 

brush across her upper arm 

Kelleen: smiles up watching holding kel still 

kelli-: don't wanna hold still  

Kelleen: giggles 



Kelleen: lettin her go 

kelli-: grinds my ass into your lap 

kelli-: watching the cups brush  

Gabriela92: dances playfully around the side of Kelli until I'm next to the stool 

FoolishHeart26: sipping my ice cold water as I watch the glorious show.. squezzing my crossed legs 

some 

Kelleen: watching the goose bumps on kel's skin 

kelli-: watching Gab .. feeling Kel pull me tight  

Gabriela92: reaches up and cups one hand behind Kelli's head, and the other behind 

Kelleen's head.... 

Gabriela92: my fingers buried into their hair 

bigbadwoof2008: you ladies are such a turn on mmm mmmmmmmmm 

Kelleen: eolling my head in her fingers arching up 

Kelleen: rolling^ 

Gabriela92: gently coaxes them to bend forward, bringing their faces down until I can 

feel their soft, warm breath on the bare flesh of my cleavage that spills from the top of 

the bra cups.... 

bigbadwoof2008: i think he only had one hand on the hose 

Kelleen: breathing purring on Gabi's skin 

kelli-: blows a cool stream of air on the warm smooth skin 

Gabriela92: I think that's very fortunate, Fire... LOL 

Kelleen: watching kel' i kiss her cheek 

Gabriela92: shudders as I feel the whisper-soft breeze 

Kelleen: turning blowing on the skin with her 

bigbadwoof2008: watching your cleavage intently here gabi 

Gabriela92: releases the girl's heads, reaching for the edge of the bra cup's fabric and 

pinching it 

Kelleen: watching the bra the skin feeling keli so close to me  

kelli-: stream of air following the fingers 

Gabriela92: pulls it slowly down until just a hint of darker pigment begins to appear at 

the lacy edge.... 

FoolishHeart26: licks my lips feeling thirsty as my gazes at Gabi's perky proud breasts 

Gabriela92: runs my hands over them, up and down, several times 

Gabriela92: then lightly brushes the bare skin with my fingertips. 

Kelleen: shivers oh my  

Gabriela92: reaches up for the backs of Kel's and Kelli's heads again, suddenly pulling 

them forward and planting a deep, wet kiss on each one in turn 

Gabriela92: glancing from face to face 

bigbadwoof2008: lovely sight 

bigbadwoof2008: you are all so beautiful 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh what a wonderful sight..!! 

Gabriela92: thinks how I want to transfer other tastes from Kelleen to Kelli, and vice-

versa. 

 



 

 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up into my hair as I slowly grind, bending my knees and 

lowering my tushy 

Maxillary_Nerve: kicks back and watches 

kelli-: checkin out Gab as she continues 

Gabriela92: struts across the dance floor, tossing the hips a little extra on each step 

Gabriela92: rests my open palms on my rump and uses them to accentuate the slow 

revolutions.... 

tigerzjill: isnt she sooooo sexy?  

Gabriela92: sways and lifts the back hem of the skirt to flash my buns, clad in black lace 

boyshorts that only cover the upper half. 

D r a z: grins watching  gabri as  she moves provocatively  

Maxillary_Nerve: sips his drink quietly 

Gabriela92: sidles up to touchdown's stool, swaying my shoulders and torso side to side 

touchdown366: awesome moves gabi 

Gabriela92: stands behind him and drapes my arms over his shoulders... 

sara a9: notices the lithe movements and watches, finds myself casting a look over to 

one of the dance stages. 

Gabriela92: rubbing his chest and pressing my boobs into his shoulder blades... 

touchdown366: feels them pressing 

Gabriela92: slides my hands down TD's arms, then reaches around his waist, dancing a 

bit lower. 

Gabriela92: grinds the front of my skirt into TD's backside... 

touchdown366:  looks at gabi as she is doing that with a smile 

touchdown366: slightly bumps back 

Gabriela92: undoes TD's belt buckle from behind and winks at Jill as I dance away to 

Rocket's table. 

D r a z:  watches gabris little skirt riding up her thighs  

tigerzjill: grins and winks at Gabriela  

Gabriela92: waves my arms overhead, snapping my fingers as I sashay over.... 

touchdown366: watching her dace to rocket 

sara a9: slides off the barstool and walks to fun, pauses at his side and lets my hand run 

over his back side in a noncholant way 

fl1fun2fun: amazed at sara's smile and allure 

touchdown366: puts my arm around jill as we watch gabi and rocket 

Gabriela92: plops down on Rocket's thigh, straddling it with my skirt sliding up... 

sara a9: smiles....lets the hand rest a moment, then whispers...luck in here isnt one 

way...smiles and walks back to the barstool, slides on 

Gabriela92: grinding my panties into the top of his trouser leg.. 

D r a z:  winks at sara as she return to the stool  

Maxillary_Nerve: smirks watching the room from his seat. 

fl1fun2fun: i like this bar 



Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders...left, right, left, right.... 

sara a9: smiles to Draz, tugs the skirt up slightly and crosses a leg over the other 

Gabriela92: pulls an amulet of smelling salts out of my vest pocket and cracks it under 

Rocket's nose as I slide off his leg and dance over toward FL1. 

D r a z: laffs gabri 

Maxillary_Nerve: lol poor guy 

D r a z:  winks at sara as  she adjust herdress  

Gabriela92: stands next to FL's chair... 

fl1fun2fun: lookes into gabs eyes 

fl1fun2fun: and she knows............that smile 

Gabriela92: lays my forearms across the top of my head and swivels. 

Gabriela92: then reverses the circles... 

fl1fun2fun: takes a finger and carseses gabie's cheek 

sara a9: gets up from the barstool, walks slowly over to TD,pauses and glides a hand 

along his face, leans over and whispers.....enjoying the show ?   

touchdown366: whispers back very much so 

sara a9: keeps caressing his face and watch Gabi move in that slow, seductive pace 

sara a9: good, she is one of the best.....you would be smart to pay attention to her.... 

sara a9: smiles, kisses his cheek, walks back to the barstool and slides on 

Gabriela92: turns and backs my tushy almost into FL's chest, bending forward at the 

waist and resting my elbows on FL's table 

touchdown366: am paying attention  

fl1fun2fun: sticks my chest more..LOL 

Gabriela92: stands and turns around, dancing in close... 

D r a z:  smiles watching gabri give the treatment ,,,,,winks at sara ,,se if rockets aliv 

fl1fun2fun: enjoys gabs 

touchdown366: holds hands with jill as we watch 

fl1fun2fun: enjoy gab's  moves and smiles.... looks into her eyes 

tigerzjill: smiles holding TD;s hand my heart beating faster  

Gabriela92: unbuttons the three buttons on the front of the leather vest, letting it fall 

open so the tight ribbed tank top is fully in view... 

fl1fun2fun: and those beauties are right there.. gab's very cute bod and tummy 

touchdown366: feels jill squeezing my hand tighter 

D r a z:  woo hoo  gabri   

kelli-: I know what I'd like to squeeze 

sara a9: sits back on the barstool for a moment, extends a leg, runs a hand up and down 

on my leg 

Gabriela92: pulls up the bottom of the tank top with one hand to show my bare tummy, 

taking FL's hand in the other and placing it flat on the bare skin... dances with his hand 

pressing on my abdomen. 

touchdown366: sways to the music with jill 

fl1fun2fun: feels the smoothness of the skin and the fit muscles 

D r a z: looks over at sara’s   hand on her leg  



Gabriela92: slowly slides FL's hand down the tummy... over the smooth leather skirt.... 

letting his fingertips run down the front of my thigh to my knee. 

fl1fun2fun: feeling those thighs and the good shape they are in 

sara a9: runs the hand on the other, sits back and lets the hair fall back behind the 

barstool 

Gabriela92: then drags the hand slowly back up, just to the hem of the skirt... 

fl1fun2fun: hoping 

fl1fun2fun: for higher....as a man does 

fl1fun2fun: for venus 

fl1fun2fun: a goddess....( gab's) 

sara a9: turns to rest the feet on another barstool, lets the legs fall apart and the skirt 

ride up a bit higher 

Gabriela92: pulls my legs closely together, clamping FL's hand tightly between my thighs, 

just a few inches short of my panties... 

fl1fun2fun: damn..panties 

Gabriela92: holds it there as I lean back onto the table, my hair hanging behind me, 

brushing the surface. 

cindynix1: as i strungly strung my getar for rocket while draz poors rocket a drink 

touchdown366: tapping my foot to this awesome song 

fl1fun2fun: looks into gabriela's eyes...and realizes he is sitting before pure texas beauty 

Gabriela92: sits up partway and shakes my shoulders, letting the vest slide off and down 

my arms.... 

fl1fun2fun: catches the vest in my left hand as it falls off the arm 

fl1fun2fun: pulls hand back to watch her move 

Gabriela92: stands and walks around FL, dragging my fingernails up one of his arms... 

across the back of his shoulders... down the other arm... 

fl1fun2fun: enjoys that smile as she dances around 

fl1fun2fun: compliments to draz.............great song there 

Gabriela92: rolls the tank top up inside itself, leaving my tummy and lower back 

showing.... 

Gabriela92: dances over to Max's table, smiling.... 

D r a z:    grins to watch gabri move around the  bar  

touchdown366: walks over to Draz and gets another scotch 

Gabriela92: stands a few feet away, lifting my hair up off my shoulders... 

goober1234: holy crap there are alot of people in here  

tigerzjill: smiling big at Gbriela  

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles at the visitor 

Gabriela92: winks back at Max.. 

D r a z: pours a double macallan for td  

touchdown366:  thanks Draz as i walk back and sit with jill 

Gabriela92: grasps the front of the skirt's hem, sliding it back and forth across my thighs, 

raising it a few millimeters with each slide.... 

touchdown366: as we both enjoy gabi's really hot moves 

Maxillary_Nerve: sits back and watches. 



touchdown366: sips my scotch as i put my arm around jill 

Gabriela92: lets it ride up just enough the crotch of the panties is visible to Max.... 

Gabriela92: pulses my hips forward toward him several times... 

Gabriela92: reaching around back to lower the skirt's zipper.... 

Gabriela92: shifts my hips rapidly from side to side, shaking the skirt off.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: hey now.....smiles 

Gabriela92: feels it slide down my thighs, over my knees, and collect at my ankles... 

tigerzjill: starin at th e lovely Gabriela  

Gabriela92: steps out of it, biting my lower lip and staring into Max's eyes... 

touchdown366: watching jill take gabi in with her eyes 

kelli-: grins from ear to ear 

goober1234: sits back in my over stuffed leather chair, looking at al the new faces relzing 

I am just as new to them.  

D r a z: grins at gabri as  the skirt slips off  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips vigorously several times, then grinds them slowly... 

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles up at the dancer 

Gabriela92: takes Max's drink from his hand and slowly pours it all over the front of the 

tight tank top, turning the thin white fabric nearly transparent 

D r a z:     watches gabri as she turns the T transparent  

Gabriela92: shudders from the cold liquid, feeling my breasts respond to the shock 

Maxillary_Nerve: watches the fabric change.. 

Gabriela92: dances in close... 

bigbadwoof2008: oggling the perky nipples visible through the transparency 

Gabriela92: turns my back and squats, putting my hands on my knees, shaking my tushy 

within inches of Max's elbow 

D r a z: smiles watchig gabri  ,,,,,such a temptress  

Gabriela92: turns back around and uses my upper arms to push my boobs tighter 

together, then shakes my chest right in front of Max's face... 

Maxillary_Nerve: sits on his hands so the bouncer doesn't throw him out. 

kelseyt86: :-P  

kelli-: giggles @ max 

Gabriela92: throws myself face down on the table, and quickly rolls onto my back, 

humping the air with my tushy bouncing on the hard wood surface.... 

kelli-: it's not the only hard wood in the room 

Gabriela92: running my hands up and down on my bare tummy, and up over the wet 

fabric covering my boobs... 

touchdown366: not by any stretch of the imagination kelli 

D r a z:  laffsss 

Gabriela92: kicks one leg up toward the ceiling and swings it over Max's head to the 

other side... 

kelli-: I mean .. the floor, bar, stage .. what did you mean ? 

Maxillary_Nerve: gulps and grips the fabric 

touchdown366: lol 

Gabriela92: resting my calves on his shoulders... 



kelli-: grabs  a towel for Max .. just in case  

Gabriela92: flexes my knees, digging my heels into Max's shoulder blades, drawing him 

closer.... 

goober1234: he may need several kalli  

kelli-: giggles... and a bib 

Maxillary_Nerve: beads of sweat run off my brow 

Gabriela92: crosses my ankles behind his head 

Gabriela92: braces myself on my shoulder blades on the table, and lifts my buns off the 

surface... 

Maxillary_Nerve: crosses himself... 

Gabriela92: moves my stretched body like a slow-motion jump rope 

touchdown366: awesome moves 

Gabriela92: hips swiveling in mid-air... 

Gabriela92: drops my tushy back to the table and sits up, reaching up to interlock my 

fingers behind Max's head and lift myself up off the table, sitting on his shoulders.... 

D r a z: looks at gabri sitting   there 

Maxillary_Nerve: braces himself.... 

touchdown366: anyone need a beer getting parched watching 

D r a z: places a group of beers opened on the bar   

sara a9: helps out by putting them on a serving tray and makes the trip around the room 

touchdown366: thanks Draz as i take one and park my butt 

Gabriela92: pulls Max's face in tight, hoping I won't smother him, but enjoying the warm 

breath flowing into my cleavage 

touchdown366: tips sara a 20 for helping out because the rest of the guys arent going to 

move 

D r a z:  laffs .......yes  

kelli-: they can't .. they are stuck to their chairs  

sara a9: makes the first pass, then starts again, thinking this might work out 

Gabriela92: locks my ankles behind Max's neck again, and leans back onto the table... 

D r a z:  winks at sara  ,,,,,,,,, goober ,,,,,,,,need a drink  there ? 

touchdown366: takes another beer from sara looks like a long night 

sara a9: leans over to pop the top, sets a glass beside if wanted, lays down a couple 

cocktail napkins, and moves on 

goober1234: no thanks  

Maxillary_Nerve: takes a deep breath 

touchdown366: thankyou sara 

D r a z: hugs  hi jill  

Gabriela92: releases my legs, drops them off Max's shoulders, rolls onto my tummy, and 

slides onto his lap... "how was that?" 

sara a9: You are welcome TD 

touchdown366: wb jill 

touchdown366: sips my beer 

D r a z: stands and appaluds gabri  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. just perfect   

tigerzjill: smiles  



tigerzjill: hugssss Draz  

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles.... outstanding.... 

tigerzjill: hiya TD TY  

kelli-: grins and applaudes loudly 

sara a9: pauses in the can opening to applaud as well 

kelli-: wb jill 

Maxillary_Nerve: I'd applaud but I'm still sitting on my hands lol 

tigerzjill: damn i missed the good part!  

Gabriela92: turns to sit sideways on Max's lap and drapes one arm over his shoulder, 

giving him a deep, passionate, lingering kiss... 

touchdown366: your welcome sara is passing out beer do you need one jill? 

tigerzjill: giggless sure hy not?  

kelli-: you need a profile with age john 

Gabriela92: stands and walks back through the bar, picking up my discarded skirt and 

vest along the way 

sara a9: heads over to Jill, smiles...pops the top and sets the can down, sets a glass down 

and the usual two napkins 

touchdown366: sara can you bring jill a beer please 

sara a9: Your beer courtesy of TD 

tigerzjill: TY sara you are too sweet!  

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles into the kiss 

goober1234: very nice as usual gabby  

Gabriela92: ty, Goober. 

sara a9: smiles, gives the perfunctory curtsey and continues around the bar 

D r a z: superb gabri ,,,,,,,,, well done ,,,,,,,,think  you got everyone  

sara a9: picks up some empties and stands them to the opposite side ofthe tray 

Gabriela92: I missed Goober, but he arrived late... maybe next time. 

touchdown366: raises my beer and toast gabi's well done proformance 

goober1234: i am usualy missed no worries  

kristiann41: bravo!! 

 

Kelli  and Kelleen 

kelli-: slips off Kels lap and does a slow little dance to the tune 

kelli-: circles Kels chair 

Kelleen: hmmmm watching her go around  

kelli-: slowly ..  

cptfire35: may turn me into a lesbian 

kelli-: I won't cpt 

kelli-: bi is the best of both worlds 

Kelleen: said it before cpt not a lesbain i just liek both sides of the menu 

cptfire35: awesome 

cptfire35: as you were 



kelli-: slinky moves in my slightly baggie black khaki pants 

Kelleen: smmiles leaning back watching kel bitting my lip 

FoolishHeart26: I ain't a lezbo either.. but i do prefer to dig some peaches than eggplants..giggles 

kelli-: just the pants... I was sitting on Kels lap  

kelli-: slips the belt out of the buckle  

kelli-: pulls it through the loops 

Kelleen: giggles at the pop of it moving around kel's wiats 

cptfire35: petite waist 

kelli-: flips it over my shoulders and dances in Kels face 

Kelleen: smiles up at kel watching the belt  

cptfire35: facetime 

kelli-: the pants begin to work down my hips as I sway and move to the music 

Kelleen: need an hand with those too smiles asking? 

cptfire35: strip her of her uni 

kelli-: turns 180, hands over my head .. hips swivel as the pants sag more 

cptfire35: free her 

Kelleen: reaching to help them down 

kelli-: wiggles a little harder as they fall off my hips 

Kelleen: leanig over getting then and putting them with the bouse 

kelli-: the unsexy bra and tiny thong showing me off as I step out of the pants 

Kelleen: oh kel it is sexy anything is on you 

kelli-: slows down as the song comes to an end 

kelli-: looks at cpt over my shoulder as the heavy beat begins 

Kelleen: bobbing my head to the beat 

kelli-: stands with my feet apart. .. back arched.. facing Kel .. hands high .. gyrating to the 

beat 

kelli-: hands move up my tiny body 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching the Kels enjoying each other and enjoys the dance 

kelli-: over my head 

Kelleen: looking up bitting my lip taking in kel  

kelli-: working my ass to the tune 

kelli-: stretching my body high as my hips move in circles 

Kelleen: rubbing the arms of the chair watching face flushed 

kelli-: climbs up Kels chair until I'm standing on the arm rests .. dancing a wild dance 

above her 

kelli-: hair flying 

Kelleen: looking up holding her legs breathign almost as hard as she is  

kelli-: the tiny thong .. tight and ... barely covering 

Kelleen: looking up at kel's eyes with lust and longing 

kelli-: hands on my hips.. body moving wildly.. hair flying 

FoolishHeart26: admires Kelli's gyrating movements as she rocks her body to the beat 

kelli-: jumps down to the floor and back onto Kels lap, facing her this time 

kelli-: legs wrapped around  

Kelleen: wrapping my hands around her waist holding her looking deep into her eyes 



kelli-: my deep dark brown eyes study your eyes as my hands rest on your shoulders 

Kelleen: titling my head my blue/green eyes locked to hers gripping your waist in my 

fingers 

kelli-: hands slowly move up into your hair  

kelli-: slowly move closer 

Kelleen: my hair tugged and moved in her fingers breathing in deep moving close just as 

slow 

kelli-: soft kiss  

Kelleen: eyes close the softest lightest of kisses 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lower watching the Kels hypnotize each other 

FoolishHeart26: lip* 

kelli-: I'm sooo hot  

Kelleen: yes you are smiles but that is always the case 

Kelleen: then leaning up brushing my lips over kel's 

kelli-: giggles .. you know what I'm talking about ... my tongue tracing your lips gently 

Kelleen: parting them a little knodding that yes i do 

kelli-: breathing deep and hard ..  

Kelleen: pushing my lips to kelli's kissing her again 

kelli-: g'nite heart if we lose you 

Kelleen: waves to heart  

kelli-: I think we lost cpt too 

Kelleen: your room then? 

kelli-: forehead on your forehead 

Kelleen: eyes locked to yours 

kelli-: turns my head slightly .. soft kiss 

Kelleen: purrrrs moving the cheek closer  

Kelleen: fingers slding up and down your back kissing back 

kelli-: heart has an expression when she's all hot and bothered 

Kelleen: oh what is it cause it would work here 

kelli-: something about her lady hardon  

Kelleen: yes it fits 

kelli-: well.. I have three 

Kelleen: leaning my lips brushing them up and down the side of yuor neck 

kelli-: shivers 

Kelleen: god i want you to fuck me i purr doing the same to the other sdie  

kelli-: fingers pushing back my hair 

Kelleen: little kisss flicking the tip of my tongue over your skin 

kelli-: Draz is due back any minute 

kelli-: then I'm dragging you upstairs  

Kelleen: gawd i hope so cause i an running for the stairs when he is  

kelli-: so you better run  

Kelleen: jinx 

kelli-: laffs 

kelli-: hi enf 



Kelleen: moving my lips and the tip of my tongue up and down around the cups of the bra 

Kelleen: smiles hwody elf 

Kelleen: waves to elf holding kelli with the other  

kelli-: yeah.. it's late 

Kelleen: tapping my fingers to the beat on kel's back 

kelli-: moves to the steady beat  

Kelleen: watching kel relaxing yet still well excited 

kelli-: hands move over my body  

Kelleen: letting you go so you can move watcing bitting my lip 

 

Kelleen: sits next to kelli drinking my drink wahting her enjoy the tunes 

D r a z: smiles at kelli and kelleen   

kelli-: smiles at Draz and Kel ...  

Kelleen: giggles two of my best buddies in LAB 

kelli-: licks my lips .. staring into Kels eyes 

touchdown366: moves away to give them room 

Kelleen: leaning closer that dress is amazing  

kelli-: I'm little TD... don't need alot of room  

Kelleen: she is just the right size 

touchdown366: moves back to where i was 

touchdown366: watching kelli stare into kelleen's eyes 

Kelleen: leaning closer feeling her dress on her skin 

touchdown366: looks at kelleen toching her dress 

touchdown366: sets my drink down 

D r a z: smiles seeing the stockings and garter 

Kelleen: hiking the skirt up a little smiles 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. enjoying my drink and the enticing sight of the two Kels...  

touchdown366: loving the view as she hikes up her skirt 

kelli-: uncrossing my legs 

Kelleen: showing my thigh, the stockings and garters under my skirt 

touchdown366: crossing my fingers hoping to see more 

kelli-: my hand slowly moves down to the hem of my dress laying on my upper thigh  

touchdown366: loving both  views of there legs 

Kelleen: looking over smiles resting my hand on kelli's 

kelli-: moves the leg closest to kel .. closer .. leaving the other where it is 

FoolishHeart26: you're just too good tobe true.... can't take my eyes off you.....!!!! 

touchdown366: smiles as there hands are together 

Kelleen: moving my leg over meeting her's the stocking brushing her skin 

touchdown366: sips my drink and gulps air as im loving what i watching 

kelli-: slips my fingers between Kels .. intertwining them and flipping her hand over so 

that the back is on my leg, high thigh high  

kelli-: just below the hem of my dress 

Kelleen: brushing her leg the smooth silky skin with the back of my hand brushing under 



the dress a little  

touchdown366: smiles as she does 

Kelleen: to just the hem 

FoolishHeart26: sips my drink .. watching the Kels tease each other..  smiles 

Kelleen: watching how the dress hugs her body 

Kelleen: lifting my leg brushing kelli's again with my stocking covered leg 

kelli-: moves the leg closer to Kel.. opening the distance between my knees  

touchdown366: loving how it hugs her body as well 

Kelleen: our hands joined brushing her soft smooth skin with the back of my hand  

touchdown366: wishing it was my hand 

kelli-: takes a deep breath .. eyes travel around the bar from person to person .. stopping 

at Draz .. then to Kel  

D r a z: winks at kelli  

Kelleen: smiles doing the same looking at kel and draz bitting my lip 

touchdown366: sees kelleen biting her lip 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli as her eyes passed my direction... go girl..! winks 

kelli-: moves to my feet .. still holding Kels hand as I slip onto her lap 

Kelleen: wrapping my legs around her's brushing the skin with my leg 

touchdown366: watches as kelli sits on kelleen's lap 

Kelleen: resting my head on he rshoulder blowing in her air  

Kelleen: ear 

touchdown366: moves a little closer 

kelli-: shivers .. leans back .. pressing against Kel 

Kelleen: wrapping my arms around her tummy holding her tight into my body 

touchdown366: admiring both of them 

Kelleen: blowing so soft up and down her neck 

kelli-: eyes close ... moans ever so softly  

touchdown366: eyes move up and down as she blows on her neck 

Kelleen: brushing my leg against her's finger tips strocking her tummy through the dress 

touchdown366: smiles 

kelli-: moves onto one of kels legs after turning to face her  

kelli-: my hands on her shoulders 

touchdown366: trys to get closer without being ovious 

Kelleen: wrappping my arms around her pulling her close brushing her neck with my lips 

kelli-: eyes locked on hers 

Kelleen: looking deep into her eyes 

kelli-: leaning against Kels body with mine ..  

touchdown366: watching both there eyes 

kelli-: my  body starting to move to the beat.. grinding on her thigh 

Kelleen: feeling the silky dress and her body holding her close to me  

Kelleen: the silk of the stocking brushing her skin 

touchdown366: enjoying the slow grind 

kelli-: legs moving around Kels body and tightening 

Kelleen: running my hands up and now her back feeling the dress and her skin 



touchdown366: loving as the entwine 

D r a z:  wipes the bar watching the girls 

FoolishHeart26: downs my juice before it boils up with the room's temperature... unbuttons my 

blouse some...  

Al_dente_: nice view heart 

FoolishHeart26: the girls are on fire... and we're all loving it Td... smiles 

kelli-: one shoulder strap mysteriously moves down my upper arm off my shoulder  

touchdown366: one fire that doesn’t need put out 

Kelleen: running my fingers along the misbeahving strap then leaning in blowing on the 

skin 

kelli-: hips begin to thrust to the slower beat as the other shoulder strap flips down my 

arm 

touchdown366: watching the skin move on her shoulder 

Kelleen: my finger sliding to that strap brushing it ever so softly then blosing on her 

shoudler  

FoolishHeart26: winks and blows a kiss at Al..  

kelli-: eyes close, as my head moves back facing up .. feeling Kels breath on my skin 

Al_dente_: catches the kiss and smiles.... 

Kelleen: blowing over her neck to the toehr shoulder 

FoolishHeart26: ohh my Kels..    

Kelleen: eyes lost looking into her's 

kelli-: back arching .. hips thrusting to the rhythm  

touchdown366: can see kelli going to other places as kelleen blows on her neck and 

shoulder 

Kelleen: feeling her body against mine, rubbing her back blowing onto the shoulder and 

enck 

touchdown366: inches closer 

kelli-: the hem of the dress riding high with my legs wrapped around Kels body 

Kelleen: my skirt up just as high the stocking garters showing brushing her body with 

mine  

touchdown366: loving how there bodies brush together 

kelli-: moving my body back a little .. reaching down between my legs and popping open 

one of the garters  

kelli-: realizing just how high my dress has moved 

touchdown366: sees the garter pop 

Kelleen: smiles wiggles at the sting yes we both are showing some leg 

touchdown366: both have sexy legs as look intently 

kelli-: runs my fingertips up the soft warm inside of my thigh  

Kelleen: looking at the garter that was poped 

Kelleen: watching leaning in brushing my lips softly over the places i had breathed on 

kelli-: then down around and under my leg, and popping open another garter 

touchdown366: sees the other garter go 

Kelleen: oh you like them i whisper on her soft skin 

kelli-: I like what you are doing to me, whispers back 



Kelleen: so do i i whisper 

touchdown366: hears kelli's wispers 

Kelleen: i want to do so much more i purr in her ear  

FoolishHeart26: such an erotic view from here..  

touchdown366: gets very excited from hearing kelleens whisper 

kelli-: reaching over and pushing TD back in his chair  

Al_dente_: pushes the button on the lift..- just so it's ready 

touchdown366: sits and watches 

Kelleen: running my finger tips on her skin, breathing on were i had just kisses 

FoolishHeart26: and turns Al's cctv monitor.. giggles 

kelli-: shakes my finger at TD 

touchdown366: frowns as i see her shaking her finger 

kelli-: body catching the beat  

kelli-: hands over my head 

kelli-: thrusting my hips to the beat 

Kelleen: watching her move smile leaning back 

kelli-: tightening my legs around Kel  

Kelleen: holding her strocking her back a she moves 

kelli-: slowly leaning back as I dance on her lap 

Kelleen: running my hands up and down her sides having the best view 

touchdown366: watching and smiling as kelli dances on her lap 

Al_dente_: admires bot pairs of legs... 

Kelleen: smiles at draz as he watches 

D r a z: smiles at kelleen  

touchdown366: finioshes my drink as i watch 

kelli-: raises my butt and tugs the dress out from under me 

Al_dente_: ,wonders if heart realises just how many buttons she has undone.... 

Kelleen: watching the dress move back down smiles leaning in hugging kelli 

D r a z:  grins as i watch the two girls  

kelli-: leans in and whispers in Kels ear 

touchdown366: admiring what im watching 

Kelleen: my hands rubbing her legs and thighs leaning in breathing on her neck and ear 

again 

kelli-: moves off Kels lap .. pulling her by her hand to the "lift" where Al is holding the 

door open 

Al_dente_: bows to the ladies as they get into the lift 

Kelleen: smiles following kissing al thanking him 

D r a z: smiles watching the the two kells move to the lift ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. have a great time  

touchdown366: smiles as they leave 

Al_dente_: lets the door go... smiling as it smoothly closes 

FoolishHeart26: yayy... have fun girls..! 

kelli-: crushing her against the back wall.. the dress falls off just as the doors close .. 

nothing but me and a g string under it 

Kelleen: holding her close as the door closing touching her skin 



kelli-: FLASH!! 

 

 

Kelleen 

Kelleen: puts on my leather skirt and tshirt with holes in it rocking to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya kelleen!!!...woooooohoooooooooooo 

leathers!!!......hugssssssssssssssssssssssss 

D r a z: winks at kelleen the rock chick  

Kelleen: huggles dirty hard 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles 

Kelleen: giggles playing air guitar shaking my hair around  

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo go kelleeen!!! 

Kelleen: leaning over the bar wiggles my tushy to the beat  

GuitarslingerMike: grins as I watch a tushy...  

D r a z:  grins to see  the tight cheeks rock right and left  

Kelleen: hair going side to side as i move 

D r a z: smiles looking in the wide ooen eyes as the hair  swishes around  

Kelleen: turning my back to the bar moving my hips sdie to sdie  

D r a z: smiles seeing  the tight skirt inching up as the booty switches   right and left 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,then waits to feel  the new beat  

Kelleen: tapping my foot hands starting at my thighs slowly going up my body 

GuitarslingerMike: watches the lovely hips gyrating...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

D r a z: winks at kelleen as her hands sbnake over her body  

Kelleen: leaning forward letting my hair fly down then bending back up tossing it back 

D r a z:  grins watching the hair swish  around  

Kelleen: struting back and forth along the bar hips and body moving shaking to the beat  

D r a z: smiles watching as kelleen struts around  ,,  that butt  a magnet to my eyes 

Kelleen: getting to one end of the bar leaning back streaching the thsirt tight on my body 

GuitarslingerMike: watching hips and boobs and thighs...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous!  

D r a z: smiles as the skirt can’t contain  the energy  

Kelleen: getting up on the bar via the steps swaying my hips with each step up then 

struting the lenth thrusting my hips side to side with each step 

D r a z: looks up and watches kelleen strut down the bar] 

Kelleen: moving back the the end with the stairs getting on my knees leaning back slowly 

my hand sldinding up my body 

Kelleen: and curvers 

D r a z: grins to see kelleen moving cat like    and caressing herself as she move s 

Kelleen: arching my hips and chest as my hands slide up and down 

D r a z: those hands doing the business over those breasts 

GuitarslingerMike: eyes glued to kelleen... smiling and nodding in time to the beat and her writhing hips...  



Kelleen: hand back down getting to my feet arching over streaching my legs 

D r a z: eyes wandering up the thighs  

Kelleen: then struccing the bar again tieing the thsirt up just below my breasts shaking 

them as i do 

Kelleen: opps i guess white was not a good color smiles to the room 

D r a z: perfect tummy on show ,....grins to sww the shaking boobs  

GuitarslingerMike: grins as the white shirt stretches...  

Kelleen: up and down the bar a few times the shirt tight shaking my body and hips 

GuitarslingerMike: looks like the perfect color to wear to me.  

D r a z: the shirt perfectly mouded to the excited    breasts  

Kelleen: walking leaning voer the bar getting the soda gun shooting my shirt with water 

smiles at draz behind the bar then getting up covering my boobs in the wet t strutting  

GuitarslingerMike: applauds the wet t-shirt...  

GuitarslingerMike: veerrrry nice!  

Kelleen: turning coverng my shirt with my hands shaking my hips wilde first my right 

hand off and the left leaning back 

GuitarslingerMike: not bad at all thanks. a good drink and a sexy dance... can't be better.  

paveduck: very nice ... and nice hips ... nice eyes 

D r a z:  grins watching the hands  

Kelleen: smiles hands in my hair shirt tight shaking my hips 

paveduck: hiya dirty! hugs n kisses ... and a nice slow grope 

GuitarslingerMike: watching those hips... over and over...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

Kelleen: going down the steps the shirt tight and wet dancing around the room shaking  

D r a z: watches kelleen as she wanders round the room shaking the hips 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo kelleen!!! 

Kelleen: getting behind mike messing up his hair rubbing the back of head on my shirt  

GuitarslingerMike: grins all little-kid like...  

GuitarslingerMike: he he he  

Kelleen: smiles moving arond his chair shaking my hips and chest 

GuitarslingerMike: peeks up over my shoulder...  

dirtyrpgirl: hard as a rock!!...giggles 

Kelleen: getting an ice cube from his drink telling him daz will get him a new one rubbing 

it up and down my neck 

GuitarslingerMike: nods to dirty...  

GuitarslingerMike: I'm tellin' ya!  

GuitarslingerMike: lol  

dirtyrpgirl: nods back to slinger 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs 

D r a z:  placessome ice cubes in agalss on teh bar 

Kelleen: smiles moving to infront of mike now rubbing the cube around my breast making 

the shirt wetter  

GuitarslingerMike: although kelleen's so hot that all the ice is melted.  

GuitarslingerMike: looking her up and down as she wiggles...  



GuitarslingerMike: raising an eyebrow as the ice circles a nub...  

GuitarslingerMike: mmmhmm!  

Kelleen: turning rubbing my skirt and butt on his knnes leaning back streaching on his 

lap the shirt tight  

GuitarslingerMike: sliding hands to her hips... gently holding her steady...  

GuitarslingerMike: peeking over her shoulder and down...  

Kelleen: moving up and down my back brushing his lap to the beat  

GuitarslingerMike: nods my head to the beat... loving the tush on my lap...  

paveduck: Mike must have been very good today in order to receive this reward 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and nods to duck...  

GuitarslingerMike: I was the best!  

Kelleen: leaning forward retieing the knot in the shirt tighter then turning sitting on his 

lap shaking my hands in his hair  

GuitarslingerMike: looking up into her eyes as she slides her hands through my hair...  

Kelleen: smiles resting for a second  

GuitarslingerMike: smiles back...  

GuitarslingerMike: very nice. thank you!  

Kelleen: shaking side to side then arching my chest in a big S infront of mike the white t 

so wet and cold  

D r a z:  smiles as the white shirt becomes transparent  

GuitarslingerMike: hnds gripping her hips gently... watching as she slithers side to side...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous!  

Kelleen: smiles kisses his cheek thanks love getting up shaking Sing infront of him again 

Kelleen: bouncing skipping to the bar getting a hand full of cube running over the t shirt 

smiles at the room 

Kelleen: waves with the other hand to caramel 

D r a z:  grining wasching kelleen  

caramel cupkake: gets out of Kelleen's way, the woman is obviously possessed 

GuitarslingerMike: grins as she slides off my lap.. watching as she skips to the bar...  

dirtyrpgirl: wooooohooooooooooooo kelleennnnnnnnnnn!!.some sexy dancin there ,girl!!! 

Kelleen: going over to dirty smiles putting one knee then the other on her chair smiles 

down at her 

Kelleen: moving hips side to side to the beat  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles up to kelleen.....lookin up at her 

D r a z: watches as dirty  gets close up with kelleen 

Kelleen: the shirt white tight and wet running my finger through her hair  

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head to the beat as i put my hands on your hips to steady you 

D r a z: grining watching the girls dance to the beat  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles, seeing through the wet tee 

Kelleen: hands sliding up and down my shirt moving to the beat  

GuitarslingerMike: brb.  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, wow !!...look at that tight tummy 

Kelleen: moving down straddeling her lap S daoncing on dirty's lap 



dirtyrpgirl: looks back behind to that hot ass 

too....mmmmmmmMMMMMMMMMmmmmmmmm 

Kelleen: the leather skirt almost tugged all the way up brushing her face with the nipples 

dirtyrpgirl: burying my face to your boobs..over the tee....mototboatin ya 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooohooooooooooooooooo girl!!!......smiles 

Kelleen: arching back bring her face with me purring loud 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing you as you bounce in my lap 

dirtyrpgirl: damn, you look good ......on meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

Kelleen: smiles kisss dirty shaking with her  

Kelleen: sliding off dirty going around her cair getting more ice running it on my shirt 

dancing over to duck moving  

Kelleen: duck leanind over the tight wet shirt falloing open a little shaking my head to 

the beat 

paveduck: can't decide if i should be looking at the eyes, the wet shirt, or the bouncing 

hips ... so my eyes move between the three 

dirtyrpgirl: watching kelleen with duckie now....laughin as duckie squirms!! 

paveduck: yeah, but duckie loves this type of squirming 

Kelleen: licking my lips in long slowl stroack as the cross my lips 

Kelleen: as my tounge sldies over my lips 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooo duckie!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: thats "boner squirmming"duckie!!...giggles 

D r a z: grins watching kelleen as she teases  the bejaysus outta duck  

paveduck: oh, to kiss those luscious lips 

paveduck: i know what type of squirming it is, dirty! LOL 

dirtyrpgirl: ya feelin it huh? 

Kelleen: arching then stadning doing S moves my chest hips moving closer to duck in a 

rythem 

paveduck: the "S" moves now have my full attention as i see -- feel -- kelleen moving 

closer and closer 

D r a z: wild wild dancing  

dirtyrpgirl: i'm just waiting on the thang to pop out your pants duckie!!!....sweet gezus!! 

Kelleen: lowing my face to his lap breathing inches from him up to his neck 

Kelleen: then brushing my shirt down his face oving back to his lap moving back up 

brushing his face again 

paveduck: <<reminds himself of the "don't touch the dancer" rules for LAB 

paveduck: taking in the scent of kelleen ... and getting just a lil wet from her wet t-shirt 

Kelleen: draz has towels only charegs 100 buck each i giggle 

dirtyrpgirl: lol kelleen 

paveduck: towels?  we don't need no stinking towels! 

Kelleen: kisses duck's neck standing looking around for my next victum 

Kelleen: strocking around adjust the shirt making it tight again smiles to everyone  

D r a z: grins watching  as the predator kelleen targets her next prey  

dirtyrpgirl: wooohoooooooo kelleen!!! stretch it !! 

Kelleen: draz could you refill my ice glass 



Kelleen: looks at draz i think they like the white wet t smiles 

paveduck: i think that "like" is an understatement 

D r a z:  laffs i told  you they would  

 

Kelleen: struting over to Gabi smiles running ice over the thsirt again 

Gabriela92: mmmmm... takes in a view of Kelleen, bursting nicely through the damp, taut 

fabric... 

Kelleen: smiles give gabi the same look letting my tongeu slide over my lips slow 

Gabriela92: makes me want to suck all the moisture out of the cloth with my mouth... 

hee, hee. 

Kelleen: truning my back to her be a dear and retie me please the tshirt tige tight under 

my breasts  

dirtyrpgirl: omg. now kelleen's blue!!!...woohoooo 

Kelleen: tapping my foot shaking my learth clad tushy at gabi then leaning back on her 

streaching in the t and shirt 

Kelleen: my back brushing gabi looking at the room licking my lips 

Gabriela92: twists the extra fabric, watching the excess moisture be wrung out and run 

down her bare back and tummy... 

Gabriela92: seeing it soak into the rest of her clothes. 

D r a z:  smiles at Kelleen in blue  

Kelleen: turing facing gabi stradeling her leg in the chair doing S move my chest brushing 

her lips 

Kelleen: hand in my hair hips rocking side to side  

Gabriela92: resists the urge to clamp my mouth around the nipple poking through 

Kelleen's wet, nearly transparent shirt. 

D r a z:  watches kelleen seductively  rock in and out on gabri  

Kelleen: leaning my head over her should drapping her in my hair brushing her face ever 

so lightly  

Kelleen: running my finger through her hair, then hodling leaning back streaching  my 

body and teh shirt more  

Gabriela92: drops my arms to my side to help resist the  temptation to grasp Kelleen.... 

paveduck: she is tempting, isn't she, gabi? 

tigerzjill: Kelleen is amazing  

Kelleen: moving back up then Sing brushing her face holding her head moving to the beat  

D r a z: grins looking at our own dirty  little girl as kelleen   moves to the beat  

Kelleen: smiles kissing her neck  

Kelleen: then standing shaking my tushy leaning over her smiles 

Gabriela92: grins right back.... 

D r a z: grins watching kelleen as she bends over  gabri ,.,,,,shaking her tushy  

tigerzjill: finds a seat close to kelleen and Gabriela  

GuitarslingerMike: settles back into the couch... watching kelleen...  

Kelleen: then going back the bar smiles getting ahand full of ice looking around the room 

Gabriela92: finally can let out my breath that I was holding the whole time Kelleen was 



stretched out over me.... 

Kelleen: winks at gabi thanks lover  

paveduck: wonders if gabi needs mouth-to-mouth to help restart the breathing 

Gabriela92: excellent dance, sweetie. 

D r a z:  winks at  Kelleen as she looks around the room ...... 

Kelleen: then strutting over to jill smiles at her as i get closer and closer  

paveduck: jill is in for a real treat! 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles...  

tigerzjill: smilng big at Kelleen 

Kelleen: sucking some ice letting the reast keep the tshirt wet and cold moving side to 

sdie infront of her chair  

paveduck: <<walks over to gabi, lowers his lips to her, starting with a soft kiss that 

slowly builds in intensity 

tigerzjill: hard not to stare at Kelleen's beautiful body and the clingy wet shirt 

accentuating her shape 

Gabriela92: wraps one hand around Duck's shoulder, and places the other one lightly on 

the back of his head, then gradually pulls his mouth tighter to mine. 

Kelleen: moving slower to the new beat then leaning into her brushing her body with the 

sodden tshirt  

paveduck: as the kiss with Gabi builds, I wrap my arms around her, pulling her into a 

very tight embrace, my lips returning the intensity she's giving  

tigerzjill: my drifit gym tee and sports bra getting damp and kelleen leans against me 

tigerzjill: staring into her sexy eyes 

Kelleen: brushing my lips along her neck, stradling her legs moving in and out from her 

body the shaking my head tossing my hair around  

Gabriela92: feels my breasts compressed between me and Duck, and my pelvis pressed 

tightly to his. 

GuitarslingerMike: hi lia. how are you tonight? well I hope.  

tigerzjill: opening my legs my tight gym shorts riding up as kelleen slides between my 

legs 

tigerzjill: mmmmm my neck tingling with her soft kisses 

Kelleen: running my hand up and down her body moan in her hear then streaching away 

as the shirt streaches more  

Kelleen: then running my chest up and down your face  

paveduck: feeling gabi's chest pressed up to mine, i'm not sure if I'm speeding up her 

breathing and heart rate, of if she's getting mine going 

tigerzjill: feeling kelleen's hard nipples rubbing against my face trying hard not to kiss 

them through the wet cotton 

Kelleen: moving side to sdie on her face hand in her hair leaning my head back licking my 

lips 

tigerzjill: still staring in your sexy eyes mesmerized by your sexy dance 

tigerzjill: squirming in my chair feeling your body pressing against mine 

Gabriela92: reluctantly breaks the kiss with duck, and turns to watch Kelleen work on 

Jill, slipping back up on my stool and swiveling it in the proper direction. 



paveduck: now that was some practice 

tigerzjill: i reach behind and shake my hair out of its ponytail 

GuitarslingerMike: just to make it easier 

Kelleen: moving fast wide to sdie holding the arms of jill's chair to the faster beat 

GuitarslingerMike: lol  

Kelleen: running my hand through her hair tossing it around  

Kelleen: moving my face brusing her lips 

tigerzjill: smiling and blushing looking back at kelleen 

tigerzjill: enjoying the feel of your fingers inmy hair 

Kelleen: smels standing catching my breath 

GuitarslingerMike: applauds kelleen...  

Kelleen: thank you very much smiles 

D r a z: slides a key on the bar .......looking a t kelleen  

Kelleen: smiles at Jill shall we? 

D r a z: stands and applauds kelleen ,,,,,,,,,great ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  you really  did us all  

........laffs 

tigerzjill: catches my breath my heart pounding fast 

Kelleen: smiles strutting over taking her hand smiles leading her up the stairs 

D r a z:  grins watching kelleen and jill slide up the stairs  

 

 

Kelli 

kelli-: then maybe I should change out of my work clothes and dance for you for a few 

songs? 

kelli-: grabs my back pack and dances off to Billy Joel to the ladies lounge .. brb 

tigerzjill: smiles and finds a seat to watch the upcoming show  

kelli-: dancing up the back stairs and begins to dance on the bar wearing.....   

http://www.yandy.com/Two-Piece-Low-Cut-Halter-and-Boyshort-Set.php 

tigerzjill: i know we have gotten the same rain  

tigerzjill: smiles and sits next to Justin  

kelli-: slowly turns showing off my clothes as I dance to the song 

normalguy_27: wow looks great Kelli 

Al_dente_: hmmm  nice oufit Kelli 

kelli-: back to you ..  

tigerzjill: whistles wow you look beautiful kelli  

kelli-: working my hips 

normalguy_27: so sexy 

kelli-: hands up high 

kelli-: glances over my shoulder and winks 

tigerzjill: smiling and winking at kelli  

tigerzjill: encouraging her  



kelli-: head moving back .. hair hanging down 

normalguy_27: loving your moves 

kelli-: hips moving around  

kelli-: slowly turns  

Al_dente_: watches the hips jerking from side to side 

kelli-: waits for it 

tigerzjill: smiles and whispers to Justin you haven't seen anything yet  

normalguy_27: hmmmm 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

normalguy_27: bites my lip 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: moves to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward ..  

kelli-: shoulders shimmy  

kelli-: peek a boo top  

normalguy_27: oo 

Al_dente_: likes the view as you lean in that outfit! 

Al_dente_: smiles 

kelli-: straightens up with a huge grin  

kelli-: hands move up my body  

kelli-: hips swivel to the beat 

kelli-: slowly dance to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: right infront of Justin and Jill 

normalguy_27: love it 

normalguy_27: wow 

kelli-: feet apart . ..  

kelli-: moving hard  

kelli-: to the hard beat 

tigerzjill: smiles staring at kelli  

kelli-: hips and tips.. bouncing  

tigerzjill: watching her move to the beat  

normalguy_27: big smiles 

kelli-: leans back a little 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: new tune 

alchemicsoul-DJ: Hello everybody 

kelli-: body working the beat 

kelli-: feet apart .. back to you 

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the tune 

normalguy_27: love how your ass bounces 

Al_dente_: watching kelli's body twist and turn 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles 



kelli-: arching my back  

cptfire35: that ass is too tight to bounce 

tigerzjill: wow staring at kelli's wonderful bottom  

normalguy_27: yes it is Jill 

normalguy_27: amazing 

kelli-: dancing .. legs lifting high  

kelli-: slowly turns to face you 

kelli-: stops with the music 

normalguy_27: oh don't stop 

kelli-: waiting 

kelli-: taps toe 

cptfire35: encore 

kelli-: hands slowly moving up my body as it twists and moves to the music 

Al_dente_: loves the wy the fabric cligs to kelli's hips 

tigerzjill: leans over and whispers to Justin...what do you think so far?  

kelli-: left hand on my bare tummie 

kelli-: fingers spread wide 

kelli-: knees bend 

kelli-: right hand high  

normalguy_27: I love it Jill 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

Al_dente_: watches the hands 

normalguy_27: you were right 

kelli-: working my body to the rhythm 

tigerzjill: leans and kisses your cheek...i told you neighbor ...hehe  

normalguy_27: smiles 

kelli-: gathers the lose top and pulls it down tight 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: the hard bumps showing plainly through the smooth thin fabric 

normalguy_27: oo 

Al_dente_: or   o   o 

tigerzjill: my eyes go wide as i see kelli showing off her beautiful body  

normalguy_27: loving it 

kelli-: smiles and waits for the song 

normalguy_27: such a perfect body 

kelli-: both hands move up the sides of my body 

normalguy_27: wishing I could touch 

tigerzjill: kelli is soooo beautiful and such a sexy dancer!  

kelli-: body swaying to the beat 

trisha_29: grins...leans way over...reaching...wiggling my fingers to fish out a soda from 

deep in the cooler 

normalguy_27: yeah so irresistible 

kelli-: left left right right 

tigerzjill: they have rules Justin  



tigerzjill: no touching  

normalguy_27: ugh 

normalguy_27: figured 

normalguy_27: lol 

Al_dente_: no rules to what you think tho.... 

kelli-: steps across to the arm rests on Justins chair .. hands on hips.. looking down at 

him as my hips sway 

Al_dente_: smiles 

normalguy_27: looking up 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

kelli-: hands move up under my top  

normalguy_27: ohh yeah 

kelli-: swaying  

kelli-: leans forward .. arching back  

normalguy_27: this is nice 

normalguy_27: huge smile 

kelli-: the tight boy shorts  

trisha_29: winks at al 

kelli-: not hiding much 

normalguy_27: i can tell 

kelli-: stands up straight .. one foot on each arm rest 

Al_dente_: no they are not !   

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: hands move down my sides  

kelli-: over my hips 

normalguy_27: this is amazing 

normalguy_27: watching every move your hips make 

kelli-: trace the boy shorts around the front of my legs 

kelli-: smiles down at Justin  

kelli-: winks at Jill  

kelli-: jumps back to the bar 

normalguy_27: smiles 

normalguy_27: thank you Kelli 

kelli-: turns and leans forward slightly  

tigerzjill: winks back at kelli  

tigerzjill: peeks in Justin's lap and sees that he thinks the dance is uplifting..hehe  

Al_dente_: watching the gap in the top as she leans 

normalguy_27: oh very uplifting 

kelli-: picks up the beat 

normalguy_27: she's really got me worked up 

kelli-: prancing down the bar to the stage 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder as my hand pulls the bottom tie on my top 



kelli-: the top just hangs as I spin .. flaring it out 

Al_dente_: whoahh....  

normalguy_27: oooh 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

tigerzjill: wow  

kelli-: top flips around as my body goes crazy to the beat 

tigerzjill: umm i could use a cold beer DJ  

normalguy_27:  

normalguy_27: or two lol 

kelli-: stands in a profile  

kelli-: leans forward at the waist  

kelli-: hands grasp the pole 

kelli-: the top hangs straight down 

kelli-: ass moves to the beat 

kelli-: straightens up ..  

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: looks at the eyes watching me as my hands slowly move up  

normalguy_27: bet that tastes good Jill 

kelli-: up my ribs 

kelli-: over my boobs still hidden under the lose top 

kelli-: top rises  

trisha_29: reaches back grasping the edge of the bar top...hopping up to sit...swinging 

my long legs around a little 

kelli-: slowly  

kelli-: pulling the top with my hands  

kelli-: and pulling it off over my head 

normalguy_27: oh yea 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

tigerzjill: staring watching kelli afraid to breath or i might miss something  

tigerzjill: smiles and winks at kelli ....wow  

kelli-: working the top around and around 

normalguy_27: bites my lip again 

kelli-: whipping it  

Al_dente_: catches sight of trish'd legs... note the nice view... 

normalguy_27: amazed 

kelli-: then between my legs and out the back  

kelli-: swinging 

kelli-: dancing  

trisha_29: kicks my leg out and twirls my foot in al's direction...lol 

kelli-: tossing the top  

kelli-: hands grasp the pole 

kelli-: move high  



kelli-: stretching my little body  

alchemicsoul-DJ: *chuckles, enjoying the view as he takes another swig of his beer* 

kelli-: arching my back  

trisha_29: without even looking...reaching my hand out to cover soul's eyes....laughs 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

tigerzjill: rubbing the cold beer bottle to cool me down  

kelli-: shimmies up the pole as the music establishes  

kelli-: legs wrap tightly  

kelli-: left hand slowly moves out from the pole in a slwo gesture  

alchemicsoul-DJ: hey woof 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: lets go of the pole.. legs tight 

bigbadwoof2008: i am just in time lol 

tigerzjill: wow such strong sexy legs  

kelli-: moves slowly as the song moves slowly 

kelli-: leans back further  

normalguy_27: pergect legs perfect everything 

kelli-: muscles tight .. holding as my body is almost horizontal  

kelli-: hair hanging down straight 

bigbadwoof2008: your body is sculptured after a goddess 

kelli-: hands move slowly down my body 

Al_dente_: watches the hands move 

bigbadwoof2008: lovely sexy body 

Al_dente_: imagining 

kelli-: lays out upside down .. my back against the pole 

kelli-: as the song winds down 

kelli-: wrapping the pole with my arms and swings my legs out and around 

kelli-: spins twice 

normalguy_27: wow 

normalguy_27: so talented 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole below me 

bigbadwoof2008: wishing i were the pole 

kelli-: pushing the front of my body against the pole  

normalguy_27: don't we all 

trisha_29: chuckles to myself...taking a long sip of my soda 

kelli-: arms move high  

tigerzjill: giggles betting there are several poles in the room now  

kelli-: stretching out against the pole 

kelli-: peeks at everyone from behind the pole  

bigbadwoof2008: peeking back kelli 

normalguy_27: well you know there's at least one Jill ;) 

kelli-: hips humping and grinding the pole to the rhythm  

kelli-: push pump push pump 

normalguy_27: oh yes 



bigbadwoof2008: you are so athletic kelli 

tigerzjill: giggles looks over at you...yes there so is  

normalguy_27: smiles 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: lets go of the pole with my hands 

kelli-: leans over backward 

kelli-: hands on the floor  

kelli-: adjusts my legs around the pole so that I'm upside down in a handstand.. ass 

against the pole 

normalguy_27: stares at your ass 

kelli-: grinds  

kelli-: kicks my legs out and flips over into a standing position .. D A N C E!!! 

kelli-: knees bent .. dancing hard  

kelli-: feet planted apart .. leans forward at the waist 

kelli-: hands move up to cup my boobs 

kelli-: straightens up .. humping .. thrusting 

bigbadwoof2008: i love your boobs kelli  ...  they are purrfect 

kelli-: the tight boy shorts showing a camel toe 

normalguy_27: ohh I see it 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body  

kelli-: hips gyrate back and forth  

kelli-: fingers pointing down  

kelli-: slip under the waist band 

kelli-: rolling it down  

bigbadwoof2008: omg 

normalguy_27: yum 

kelli-: the boy shorts become a two inch band  

bigbadwoof2008: eyes staring at your every move kelli 

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: hips move in circles as I slowly turn  

bigbadwoof2008: such teenie shorts 

kelli-: wiggles my ass to the beat 

kelli-: fingers move into my hair .. sweeping it back  

kelli-: flipping my head.. hair flying 

kelli-: wild dance 

bigbadwoof2008: beautiful 

kelli-: spins and dancing hard  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: laffs and does a moon walk  

tigerzjill: watching kelli's hair fly around as she spins  

tigerzjill: giggles with her moonwalk  

kelli-: breaks into a MJ dance .. grabbing my crotch 

kelli-: waits for the new song 

kelli-: snaps my fingers to the new slower beat 



bigbadwoof2008: great dance show kelli 

kelli-: slinky little dance  

kelli-: bend forward .. knees bent 

kelli-: snapping my fingers to the beat 

kelli-: winks at Draz from the stage 

tigerzjill: Draz you are missing an amazing dance!  

D r a z:  winks i can look back jill  

kelli-: pushing my fingers into my hair  

kelli-: leaning back  

D r a z: winks at the sexy dancing kelli  

kelli-: almost nude body  

elli-: hair flowing as I move  

kelli-: hands slowly move down my skin  

D r a z:  watching  as kelli  moves accross the styage 

bigbadwoof2008: love to watch you work the thick pole kelli 

kelli-: dances around in a slow circle  

bigbadwoof2008: and sexy almost nude body 

kelli-: back to the pole  

kelli-: hands on the pole .. leaning forward  

kelli-: working my legs and ass  

bigbadwoof2008: my fav position 

kelli-: the boy pants slowly working down  

kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: moves up to the pole .. behind it 

kelli-: hands work down my body as I peek out  

kelli-: hiding 

kelli-: fingers slip under the shorts  

D r a z: sees you 

trisha_29: dreams unwind......loves a state of mind......... 

bigbadwoof2008: watching the fingers intently 

kelli-: wiggles the shorts to the floor 

normalguy_27: oh wow 

kelli-: steps out of them  

kelli-: does a slow provocative dance in the nude 

kelli-: hands moving over my skin 

tigerzjill: fans myself hypnotized by kelli's slow dance  

normalguy_27: throbbing hard 

D r a z: watches the slim body snaking  

kelli-: cupping my  small perky boobs  

kelli-: nipples trapped between my fingers 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

kelli-: turns slowly to profile .. knees slightly bent 

kelli-: slow dance  

kelli-: slowly turning  



kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: leans forward .. hands appear between my thighs 

D r a z: smiles watching the sensual dance 

bigbadwoof2008: oh my 

kelli-: feet apart .. hands ever so slowly move up  

kelli-: fingers reach the junction of my thighs and body 

bigbadwoof2008: i am about to explode 

cptfire35: oh 

kelli-: spill on aisle 69  

kelli-: straightens up  

bigbadwoof2008: brava kelli .... great show 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

kelli-: legs straight .. feet apart .. hands on my head 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: Left 

kelli-: left  

kelli-:  right 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: then in circles 

kelli-: hairless body working the rhythm 

bigbadwoof2008: relocating in front of you for closer view kelli 

kelli-: moving my hips and body to the beat 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

D r a z: moves away from woof in case of collateral damage  

kelli-: hands move up my body slowly  

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

cptfire35: gettin defib 

kelli-: facing up .. hair handing down .. eyes close 

kelli-: knees apart  

D r a z: smiles watching the hands slide up  the sllimbody 

kelli-: hands cupping boobs 

kelli-: swaying back and forth  

kelli-: knees apart  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hips begin the thrust harder 

bigbadwoof2008: i imagine what it might be like cupping those boobs 

kelli-: leaning farther 

kelli-: head touching the stage behind me 

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: to the strong beat 

D r a z: taps the bar to the beat watching kelli  

kelli-: collapse 

bigbadwoof2008: marvelous 

bigbadwoof2008: lots of energy and sexy kelli 



D r a z: smiles  ..........and stands to applaud   kelli  .......... bravo  kelli ....... 

kelli-: pops up to my feet and dances toward Draz 

bigbadwoof2008: yes  brava kelli 

cptfire35: the best 

D r a z:  walks over to the stage with a LAB robe  open 

kelli-: tucks my arms into the robe 

cptfire35: im soaked 

bigbadwoof2008: she got a good workout 

kelli-: looks up at Draz over my shoulder 

kelli-: smiles 

D r a z:  slides  the robe round kelli and ties the belt   

kelli-: thanks 

D r a z:  smiles back at kelli  ,.,,,,,, abnd gives her a squeeze 

D r a z: great dance 

kelli-: thank you ..  

kelli-: it was great fun 

D r a z: woud have left  you betteer list if i knew you were going to dance 

kelli-: seems that we lost a few people .. giggles .. wonder where they went .. hahahaha 

bigbadwoof2008: very entertaining kelli 

bigbadwoof2008: i came in just the right time, glad i caught the show 

cptfire35: well hard to snooze durin that 

kelli-: thank you woof.. I'm glad you enjoyed it 

bigbadwoof2008: i did kelli ......    watching your awesome body have fun 

bigbadwoof2008: you need a drink kelli? 

kelli-: some fruity thing would be great  

 

 

 

kelli-: moves off my chair  

kelli-: slowly moves around the chairs in a smooth slow dance 

bigbadwoof2008: watching your every move kelli, discreetly of course 

bigbadwoof2008: isn't the robe a little confining? 

kelli-: not at all  

bigbadwoof2008: darn 

klimtcaravaggio: watches intently 

kelli-: slow spin .. flaring the robe  

bigbadwoof2008: that got my attention 

kelli-: the white LAB robe, mid thigh length is soft and cuddly 

bigbadwoof2008: when i see white robes my bp goes up, like when i go see my doc 

bigbadwoof2008: white smocks 

kelli-: moves around the chairs ..  

kelli-: makes the robe swish back and forth to the solo 



FoolishHeart26: peeks and smiles at Kelli as she dance 

kelli-: moves to the rhythm slowly turns infront of the boys 

kelli-: grinds my butt to the beat 

bigbadwoof2008: hoping for the robe flare again 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

klimtcaravaggio: hey, heart 

bigbadwoof2008: and a fine butt it is 

kelli-: swirls the robe 

kelli-: dancing down the bar  

kelli-: stops and spins  

kelli-: flaring the robe 

bigbadwoof2008: pretty sexy lady 

kelli-: high on my thighs 

bigbadwoof2008: you have the sexiest thighs kelli 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmmmmmm 

klimtcaravaggio: hey, bee 

kelli-: takes the long side of the belt and swirls it in a circle as I dance back up the bar 

FoolishHeart26: discreetly peers on Kelli's thigh and smiles 

bigbadwoof2008: aren't they yummy heart? 

kelli-: waits for it 

FoolishHeart26: winks at woof.. looks back at Kelli and bites my bottm lip 

kelli-: pushing one leg forward .. bent knee .. heel keeping time  

kelli-: tugs the tie on the belt 

kelli-: watching woof watch me 

bigbadwoof2008: getting a closer bar seat right in front of you kelli 

bigbadwoof2008: looking up at you 

bigbadwoof2008: at your long sexy legs 

kelli-: slowly moving .. swaying hips .. turning 

bigbadwoof2008: you have my full attention sexy lady 

kelli-: slips the robe from my shoulders .. looks over my shoulder and winks 

kelli-: black straps appear  

kelli-: pulls the robe tight around my extreme upper arms  

bigbadwoof2008: what are you thinking heart? 

FoolishHeart26: mmnms at the black strap appearing.. mumbles.. more.. more..  

kelli-: slowly turns toward you  

FoolishHeart26: gives another wink to Woof.. i think you know what I'm thinking..  

kelli-: smiles at heart  

klimtcaravaggio: watching 

bigbadwoof2008: your upper arms are so athletic 

FoolishHeart26: smiles back at Kelli..  

kelli-: lets the robe slip a little  

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmm heart, i think we are thinking in harmony 

ukjake39: hi all 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi jake  



ukjake39: sits down quietly as close as possible 

FoolishHeart26: hello Jake.. just in time for Kelli affect..  

kelli-: smiles at Jake as the song winds down 

kelli-: the lab robe covering all but my shoulders 

kelli-: two black shoulder straps showing 

kelli-: breaks into a hard dance 

kelli-: spins .. flaring the robe high on my thighs 

kelli-: stands .. back to you .. feet apart 

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat 

ukjake39: ...thinks the hard dance is working 

kelli-: lets the robe slip a little farther 

bigbadwoof2008: imaging your sexy thighs wrapping around me 

kelli-: a beautiful gold and black material shows  

bigbadwoof2008: that isn't the only material showing 

kelli-: waits for the song .. rolling my hips  

kelli-: moving around the bar as the robe losens  

bigbadwoof2008: very erotic kelli 

FoolishHeart26: grabbing some Lab towels and bottled water.. sashays around the room.. handing 

the items to all the boys.. and saving some for myself..  

bigbadwoof2008: ty heart .....   very thoughtful 

kelli-: facing the boys and heart  

kelli-: smiles  

bigbadwoof2008: smiling back cutie 

FoolishHeart26: winks at woof and sips some cold water 

kelli-: drops the robe in a pile at my feet  

kelli-: if you would like to see what I'm wearing 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm... smiles sweetly at Kelli 

kelli-: check my profile 

kelli-: smiles as I dance for you 

kelli-: moves in a wild dance  

ukjake39: edges my seat a little closer 

ukjake39: pops my hat on my lap 

kelli-: slinky S moves .. bends my knees .. hands high 

bigbadwoof2008: that was pretty crafty of you  

bigbadwoof2008: nice profile pic 

kelli-: spins in circles flairing the little nighty top 

bigbadwoof2008: you have a naughty look  

bigbadwoof2008: wondering what you are thinking? 

kelli-: leans forward .. moving to the beat 

bigbadwoof2008: i need to move on kelli, i leave you in good hands .....    tc everyone 

kelli-: silly boy 

kelli-: must have a hot date  

ukjake39: would be warm at best compared to a Kelli dance 

kelli-: dances down the bar in a sexy lil step 



kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: over my head 

kelli-: the short top getting shorter on my thighs 

kelli-: shakes my bootay 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching how sexy she shakes her booty 

ukjake39: fidgets in my seat as i watch 

kelli-: raises the upper part of my nightie to reveal .. profile 

D r a z: watching kelli shake her booty 

kelli-: slinky S moves to the tune 

FoolishHeart26: wb Draz.  hugss 

kelli-: winks at Draz  

kelli-: smiles as everyone leaves 

D r a z: winks ...........back 

FoolishHeart26: wb Klimt 

kelli-: gives klimt a wink 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: jumps down and returns to my seat 

D r a z: woo hoo ........   stands and claps kelli ,,,,,,,,thanks fordancing   

kelli-: no problem Draz  

kelli-: thank you 

FoolishHeart26: a brief yet so seductive dance... smiles at Kelli and orders a cindy for her...  

kelli-: thanks  

FoolishHeart26: not the Cindy cindy over there but a cindy drink Draz.. smiless 

D r a z:  smiles ,,,,,,,,,,,pours 1 oz lemon juice, 1 oz orange juice, 1 oz pineapple juice and 

2 oz of gingerale in a shaker with ice....shakes well....drains into a chilled collins glass 

filled with ice...garnishes with a slice of pineapple and a twist of orange...places the 

CINDERELLA on a coaster beside kelli * winks 

kelli-: don't understand why people want you to dance then leave when you do  

 

kelli-: picks up the beat  

Bee_passionately_blue: she is always hot, woof  

bigbadwoof2008: stretch those hammies kelli 

kelli-: hope you like my day off outfit 

kelli-: http://wheretoget.it/link/2006482 

kelli-: dancing around the chairs 

kelseyt86: very cute kel 

kelli-: works between the Kels chairs 

kelli-: touches Kelseys chin and softly kisses her lips as I pause  

kelli-: thank you 

kelli-: spins and dances over to Kelleens chair 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: fingers run gently through her hair 

kelli-: runs my tongue around her ear 



Kelleen: yes very pretty smile  

kelseyt86: mmmm kel 

kelli-: blows a soft stream in her moist ear 

kelli-: smiles and spins away 

Kelleen: shivers bitting my lip looking up rubbing her back 

kelli-: licks my lips as I look at Kel over my shoulder 

Kelleen: licking my lips winks 

kelli-: hands high as my body makes slow slinky S moves infront of the boys 

FoolishHeart26: yayyy..  dance time... !! 

kelli-: moving the crop top high on my torso  

bigbadwoof2008: nice moves kelli 

kelli-: knees bend low  

Kelleen: kelli is all full of nice movers 

bigbadwoof2008: watching discreetly but intently 

Bee_passionately_blue: the sensual serpertine curves suggest such sexual intentions.  

Kelleen: moves 

kelli-: moves back up between bees knees  

bigbadwoof2008: i love your sexy curves too 

bigbadwoof2008: more curves than the road to santa cruz 

kelli-: runs my fingers up his chest to his shoulders 

Bee_passionately_blue: I open them, to give you more room to work.  

kelli-: bends in  

Bee_passionately_blue: I put my hands behind my back as I stare openly at the 

suggestive teasing you are leaving along my senses  

kelli-: my body against yours  

kelli-: softly bites your neck .. my fingers move into your hair 

kelli-: nose to nose as the music changes 

kelli-: my deep dark brown eyes staring into yours 

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel the primal act and I feel my breath catch, as I feel the 

electric eroticism you are invoking  

kelli-: my tongue slowly tracing your lips 

kelli-: feel my body press against yours 

kelli-: soft kiss 

kelli-: smiles and spins away 

kelli-: does a slow slinky dance over to woofie 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile as you spin and tease away  

bigbadwoof2008: cum here sexy lady 

kelli-: my right hand on my tummie  

kelli-: left hand high  

bigbadwoof2008: staring at that 

bigbadwoof2008: mmm  

kelli-: turns and back between your knees 

bigbadwoof2008: you have a great body beat 

kelli-: sways as I press against you 



bigbadwoof2008: i can feel your body heat kelli 

bigbadwoof2008: and can smell your sexy scent 

kelli-: lays back against your body .. the back of my head on your shoulder 

bigbadwoof2008: you body against mine feels so nice 

kelli-: my ass grinding the beat against you 

bigbadwoof2008: such a lovely lady 

bigbadwoof2008: oh boy 

kelli-: hands over my head  

kelli-: around yours  

kelli-: kiss your neck  

bigbadwoof2008: can feel the sexiness exude from your body 

kelli-: jumps up to my feet  

bigbadwoof2008: my mind wanders 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the beat infront of you 

bigbadwoof2008: you have a perfect body 

kelli-: rolls up onto the bar on my side  

kelli-: smiles at everyone 

bigbadwoof2008: thanks for visiting my world 

bigbadwoof2008: smiles back at you sexy lady 

kelli-: rolls to my front side on the bar 

kelli-: pushing down with my arms .. back and legs straight .. pops up to my feet 

bigbadwoof2008: brava girl  nicely done ty 

kelli-: steps to the beat..  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: hips swivel with my steps 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

kelli-: leans back farther  

kelli-: eyes close facing up  

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: bends back .. hands and feet on the bar.. upside down U shape 

bigbadwoof2008: flexible one aren't you 

kelli-: kicks to a hand stand and over to my feet  

kelli-: spins and shakes my ass to the beat 

kelli-: hot needs a profile with age 

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

kelli-: glances over my shoulder at bee 

Bee_passionately_blue: I look  

kelli-: smiles and moves in slinky body moves 

kelli-: I'm a wooommaannn 

bigbadwoof2008: no shit 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body  



kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: arching my back ..  

kelli-: bending at the waist slowly 

kelli-: hands move down my thighs 

kelli-: back up the insides slowly  

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat  

kelli-: straightens up 

bigbadwoof2008: watching the ass muscles flex 

bigbadwoof2008: mm mmmmm 

kelli-: slowly moves .. turning toward the boys 

kelli-: moves my head .. making my hair fly to the new beat 

kelli-: back and forth  

kelli-: back and forth 

kelli-: fingers work down my ribs 

kelli-: under my waist band 

kelli-: watching bees and woofs eyes  

bigbadwoof2008: trying to peek under the waist band 

bigbadwoof2008: imagining what i may find 

kelli-: fingers flip the band once.. rolling it down 

kelli-: then again 

bigbadwoof2008: more more sexy lady 

kelli-: hands move over the newly exposed skin  

kelli-: slowly 

kelli-: as my body moves to the music 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. my eyes folows where Kelli's hands wanders 

kelli-: my right finger tips lightly trace the top of the band 

bigbadwoof2008: i'm hoping you get naked kelli 

kelli-: wonders if bee is still with me 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile and admire the way you are succulenting teasing with 

your motions  

bigbadwoof2008: heart and i are with you kelli 

kelli-: smiles as bee is alive 

kelli-: heart is at work  

FoolishHeart26: i know he is... quietly watching your every move..  

FoolishHeart26: there he is..  ! 

kelli-: giggles at heart 

kelli-: hips swivel to the rhythm  

FoolishHeart26: mhmmn.. but stjll here.... winks 

bigbadwoof2008: what part of kelli would you like to feast on heart? 

kelli-: finger tips rool the waist band one more time 

kelli-: roll  

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  



FoolishHeart26: i always love her eyes.... but if i have to feast something... well it's definitely her 

peach fruit... giggles 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

kelli-: slip up under the crop top 

bigbadwoof2008: uummmmm i think that frees up her sexy boobs for me then 

bigbadwoof2008: those are my favorite, after the eyes of course, yeah 

kelli-: waits for the music 

kelli-: slowly swaying and bobbing to the heavy beat 

bigbadwoof2008: great work tonight kelli 

kelli-: tugs the strap of the crop top off one shoulder 

kelli-: swaying and bobbing 

bigbadwoof2008: bobbing is sexy, my imagination runs wild again 

kelli-: pulling my arm out of the strap  

kelli-: then the other side  

kelli-: hips and ass swaying as I slowly turn 

kelli-: leans forward at the waist  

bigbadwoof2008: getting closer to the bar for a closer look 

kelli-: working my ass to the beat 

kelli-: hands on the backs of my hips  

kelli-: fingers pointing down 

bigbadwoof2008: i love to watch you work that sexy body  

kelli-: slips them under the rolled waist band 

kelli-: rolls it again  

kelli-: no sign of a waist band under it 

kelli-: hands move high as the music changes 

kelli-: slowly turns to face you 

kelli-: the shorts hanging on my hips  

kelli-: swivels and thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: looking down at bee and woof 

bigbadwoof2008: hi sexy lady 

kelli-: smiles as I hit my knees  

kelli-: rolls my hips  

kelli-: hands high  

bigbadwoof2008: gawd even your knees are sexy 

kelli-: working my hips harder 

kelli-: leans back .. hand on my tummie 

bigbadwoof2008: very nice brava lady 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar  

bigbadwoof2008: you can entertain kelli  very nice 

kelli-: one foot on the arm rest of each of your chairs 

bigbadwoof2008: i try and create more space between the chairs 

kelli-: hey  



bigbadwoof2008: spreading your legs a little further 

kelli-: pops to my feet 

bigbadwoof2008: lol 

kelli-: steps across the bees arm rests .. looking straight down at him 

kelli-: one foot on each arm rest 

kelli-: leans down and messes with his hair to see if he's still alive 

Bee_passionately_blue: I look up into your eyes, past the beauty of your thighs, shorts, 

and midriff  

Bee_passionately_blue: I breath the scent of your skin, and inhale  

kelli-: leans forward .. dancing to the new slow beat 

kelli-: my hands on my upper thighs  

Bee_passionately_blue: The small movements convey such sensual suggestions - I watch 

paying attention to the details.  

kelli-: thumbs move up under the lace trim of my shorts 

kelli-: you can see them slowly wander under the material  

kelli-: up to the top of my thighs 

kelli-: across the center of my extremely lower tummie 

bigbadwoof2008: mmmmm 

kelli-: slowly down the center .. watching your eyes watch my thumbs move 

bigbadwoof2008: trying to peek at that extremely lower tummy region 

kelli-: need age on your profile 

kelli-: moves to the cpts chair 

kelli-: see if he's alive 

cptfire35: please kel..you can continue 

cptfire35: barely 

kelli-: sits on your lap  

cptfire35: though pulse has quickened 

kelli-: hands over my head .. facing you 

kelli-: legs around your body 

kelli-: the shorts are rolled three times and my arms are pulled through my cropped top 

so it's sorta like a bandeau 

cptfire35: yum 

kelli-: watching your face and eyes as I lean back  

kelli-: my hips roll to the slow bluesy beat 

cptfire35: can see your amazing small mammery glands 

cptfire35:  perfect beat for you 

kelli-: tightens my legs around you as I lean back onto my elbows on the bar 

kelli-: hips pushing and thrusting against you 

cptfire35: like a vise grip 

kelli-: slooowww bluesy beat 

kelli-: hips working up and down in a slow 4 beat rhythm  

cptfire35: how do you tone those thighs 

cptfire35: great girlish hips 

kelli-: pulls my right leg out and straight up .. left leg holding around you  



kelli-: lays my knee just off my shoulder  

kelli-: yoga  

kelli-: returns my right leg around you 

kelli-: does the same with my left 

kelli-: the little shorts just barely keeping me covered 

cptfire35: loved that you shaved for me 

kelli-: lol .. for you? 

kelli-: for me!! 

cptfire35: yes 

cptfire35: for both of us!! 

kelli-: winks at bee  

kelli-: sits up on your lap 

cptfire35: nice 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

Bee_passionately_blue: waves  

kelli-: hips moving left and right to the music 

cptfire35: lookin in those eyes 

cptfire35: lips 

kelli-: licks my lips 

cptfire35: very flirty face 

cptfire35: smokey eyes 

kelli-: smokey? 

cptfire35: evil smirk 

kelli-: LOL 

cptfire35: smokey 

kelli-: you been inhaling in a burning building again? 

cptfire35: like a fire is burning inside 

cptfire35: hey..dont ruin the mood...geeeez 

kelli-: stands on the arms of your chair  

cptfire35: you are smokey and sensuous 

kelli-: move so one foot in on yours and the other foot is on bees arm rests 

cptfire35: good girl 

red-leprachaun: sits down and watches  

cptfire35: dont mind sharing 

kelli-: hands move over the exposed skin  

kelli-: smiles over at be 

cptfire35: expose some of yours 

kelli-: bee 

Bee_passionately_blue: looking up the lines you have created and I admire the beautiful 

form  

red-leprachaun: watches kelli  

kelli-: fingers slowly move out to my hips  

cptfire35: ok if you play with yourself too. its natural 

kelli-: fingers roll the waist band a fourth time 



cptfire35: mmmm 

red-leprachaun: admires kelli her sexy curves and moves  

kelli-: hands move high .. hips rotate as the song winds down 

cptfire35: and down and down 

red-leprachaun: smiles watching the dance  

cptfire35: admire her girllike figure 

kelli-: settles down on bees lap facing him 

kelli-: smiles back at red  

red-leprachaun: winks back  

kelli-: wrapps my legs around bee  

kelli-: hands on his shoulders 

Bee_passionately_blue: I admire your stare and delight in you inquiry  

kelli-: hips working to the music 

kelli-: feel my legs tighten around you 

kelli-: eyes locked on yours 

ukjake39: slides in quietly nodding a hello 

kelli-: swivel .. thrust .. swivel ... thrust 

red-leprachaun: watches smiling  

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel the suggestions in all the movements as I feel myself 

holding my breath as you move  

kelli-: leaning into you close 

Bee_passionately_blue: I listen to you breath as you lean in that close and I am attentive  

kelli-: my chest brushing yours 

kelli-: my fingers move up your neck into your hair 

kelli-: eyes focused on yours 

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel the tingle of sensation as your fingertips caress such an 

intimate place from my neck ino my short hair  

kelli-: tip of my tongue tracing your lips  

kelli-: smiles against your lips 

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel the elegance of your touch and I put my hands behind my 

back understanding that you are teasing  

kelli-: moves my head .. mouth to your neck .. lightly letting my teeth drag gently across 

your skin 

Bee_passionately_blue: My breath is released in an hiss as you teeth me with the grazing 

of your teeth in such a sensitive spot  

kelli-: licks up the side of your neck to your ear  

kelli-: leaning harder against your body.. my hips crushing my body against you 

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel your weight and the way you are so sensual and beautiful. 

And I feel my heart beat erratically  

kelli-: whispers in your ear...  

kelli-: are you sure it's all just a tease?  

Bee_passionately_blue: I chuckle in my low baritone, "in public where I am not allowed 

to touch is all a tease. yes."  

kelli-: and .. if I weren't in public where you are not allowed to touch me? 



Bee_passionately_blue: then I would be teasing in reply as is common between people 

who tease  

kelli-: if we were upstairs and I was nude, would it still be just a tease? 

Bee_passionately_blue: to start, yes, it would be a teasing invitation.  

kelli-: smiles.. to start 

Bee_passionately_blue: I lay out five hundred dollars on the counter top in American 

dollars.  

Bee_passionately_blue: Yes, because you have to start somewhere  

kelli-: I'm not for sale 

Bee_passionately_blue: That was a tip  

Bee_passionately_blue: and I know, there is no way of buyin your beauty or delightful 

nature  

kelli-: ic 

Bee_passionately_blue: but I wanted to say thank you in some way  

Bee_passionately_blue: have a good time, and enjoy  

kelli-: please.. keep your money 

Bee_passionately_blue: puts it in the tip jar for draz and all he does for the room then.  

Bee_passionately_blue: good night to you kelli  

red-leprachaun: i enjoyed watching you dance kelli  

kelli-: thank you red  

kelli-: it was fun 

cptfire35: she is the best 

red-leprachaun: smiles, you are very sexy dancing 

 


